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Simulation of Water Available for Runoff in Clearcut  Forest Openings During

Rain-On-Snow Events in thle  Western Cascade Range of Oregon and Washington

By Marijke van Hceswijk,  John S. ~Kimball,  and Danny Marks

ABSTRACT

Rain-on-snow events are common on mountain slopcs
within the transient-snow zone  ofthc Pacilic  Northwest.
These events  make more water available :for  runoff than
does precipitation alone  by melting the snowpack and hy
adding a small amount of condensate to the  snowpack. In
forest openings (such as  those  resulting  from clearcut  log-
ging), the amount of snow thal  ac~~m~lnt~s  and the turhu-
lent-energy input to the snowpack are greater than helow
forest stands. Both factors are believed to contribute to a
greeter amount of water  available for runoff during
rain-on-snow wents  in forest openings thnn  forest stands.
Because  increased  water available for runoff may lead to
increased downstream flooding and erosion, knowledge of
Ihe  amount of snowmelt that can occur during rain on
snw  and the processes that control snowmclt in forest
openings is useful  when making land-use decisions.

Snow  accumulat:on and melt were simulated for
clcarcut  conditions only, using an energy-balance
approach that accounts for the most important energy and
mass  cxchangcs between a snowpack and its environment.
Mctcorological  mcasurcments provided the input for the
simulations. Snow accumulation and melt were not simu-
lated in forest stands because interception of precipitation
proccsscs  are too complex to simulate with a numerical
model  without  making simplifying assumptions. Such a
model, however, would need to be extensively tested
against rcprcscntative  observations, which were not avail-
ahlc for this study.

Snowmelt  simulated during three mill-on-snow events
(measured in a previous study in a clcarcui  in the tran-
sient-snow zone of the H.J. Andrew Experimental  Forest
in Oregon)  demonstrated that Imelt  generation is most sen-
sitive to turbulent-energy exchanges bctwccn  the  air and
the snowpack surface. As a result, the most imporlant cli-
mate variable [hat  conlrols snowmelt is wind speed. Air
temperature, however, is a significant variable also. ‘The
wind speeds were light, with a maximuln  cof3.3  meters per
second during one event and average wind speeds  for all
three events ranging from I .I to 2.1 mcte:ls  per second.

For observed and estimated conditions, the average simu-
lated snowmelt mngcd from 0.2 to 0.8 millimeter liquid
water per hour, and turbulent-energy  exchange prwided
51 percent of the energy that led to snowmelt during the
largest of the three  rain-on-snow events. When wind
speeds were multiplied  by a factor of 4, the simulated
snowmelt ranged from 1.0 lo 2.5 millimeters per hour.
Similarly, when wind speeds were multiplied by a factor
of 6, the simulated snowmelt ranged from I .6 to
3.7 millimeters per hour. Turbulent-energy exchange pro-
vidcd  a dominant 88 and 92 percent  of the energy  input to
the  snowpack during the largest rain-on-snow cvcnt  when
average wind speeds were multiplied by factors of  4 and 6,
rcspcctively.  During the same event, the contribution to
melt by the sum of net solar and net  thermal radiation (net
all-wave radiation) was  roughly equal to the contribution
of sensible energy carried by the precipimtion ilsclf
(advectiw  heat).

Estimates of snowmelt resulting from rain on snom,
f(,r  climate conditions other than those obscrvcd  and csli-
mated in the simulated plot-scale data were expanded by
simulaling snowmc1t  for 24.hour presumed rain-on-snow
cvcnts  extracted from the reconstructed, long-term histori-
cal climate records for Cedar Lake and Snoqualmic  Pass
National Weather Service stations in Washingron  State.
The selcctcd  events  exceeded  75 millimeters of precipira-
tion  in 24 hours. When  clcarcut  <:onditions  were assumed
to he identical Io those at the H.J. Andrew Experimental
Forest site and a ripe snowpack that never completely
melted was assumed  to be  available, simulated 24.how
snownell  ranged from 4.2 10  47.0 millimeters (0.2 to
2.0 millimeters per hour) for low  wind speeds  (1.5 meters
per second) and  from 10.3 to 178.8 millimeters (0.4 to
7.5 millimeters per hour) for high wind speeds (8.2 meters
per second). The ranges in melt for a given  wind speed
rcsultcd  from the  different combinations of air tcmpera-
we, dewpoint  temperature, and precipitation depth that
were characteristic of the  synthetic CYCIILS.  The  avcrage  of
the  median 24.hour snowmelt 81  Cedar Lake and Sno-
qualmie  Pass was 15. I millimeters (0.6 millimeters pa
hour) at low wind speeds and 49.6 millimeters
(2.1 millimeters per  hour) at high wind speeds. Condensa-
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lion  could increase wafer  available for runoff by a small
percentage of the melt. The climate conditions used to
generate the range in melt estimates are representative of
the  transient-snow zone of the western  Cascade Range of
the Pacific Northwest because Cedar Lake and Sno-
qualmie  Pass are located near  the  bottom and top of the
zone,  respectively.

Hourly plot-scale data available from previous studies
for clearcut, forested, and plantation conditions in the
western  Pacific Northwest could not be used 10  simulate
snow accumulation and melt over  extended periods of
time to investigate the  effects  of different climate and
physical conditions. Measurements of snowpack proper-
ties  wcrc too  infrequent; precipitation-density information
was absent; and water-available-for-runoff measurements
on vegetated plots were not considered rcprcscntative  of
larger areas because lysimeters were too small to account
for the lateral variability of snow accumulation and melt
due to interception processes in the canopy. Lack of rcprc-
scntative  data  for vegetated land precluded the testing of a
numerical model that would simulate prccipitation-inter-
ception  processes in the forcst  canopy. Even fix the
plot-scale simulations that wcrc done, basic data had to be
estimated, and as a result, the three plot-scale
rain-on-snow cvcnts.  as well as  the 24.hour events, could
be considered synthetic.

To ensure adequate data sets for future studies  of
climate and physical factors in snowmclt gcnerarion  dur-
ing rain on snow, data-collection efforts would include
frequent (at least way  few  days) visits to obtain measure-
ments of snowpack thickness, density, liquid-water con-
tent, and temperature and to verify that climate data
suitable for use in energy-balance numerical models are
being collected. In addition to climate variables such as
average hourly wind speed, incoming solar radiation, air
temperature, and dewpoint  temperature, variables such as
incoming thermal radiation, retlected  solar radiation, and
precipitation density would be measured. Soil tempera-
ture would be mcasurcd,  cxccpt at study sites  at altitudes
where snowpacks remain  close 10  isothermal at 0 degrees
Celsius, where those measurements could be optional.

Studies of melt generation during rain on snow on for-
estcd land could be designed to account for the lateral
variability of snow accumulation and melt  that  occurs
below the vcgelatiuc  canopy. Plot-scale studies that USC

small lysimeters to measure water available for runoff are
not appropriate  for the study of rain on snow in forested
settings; instead, a combination of data collection at both
the plot and catchment scale could be used. At the plot
scale, water available for runoff would need  to be  mea-

sured in a few extremely large lysimetcrs,  or many small
ones. At the catchment scale, water available for runoff
would have to be computed from streamflow measure-
ments by corrccling it for such variables as baseflow, inrcr-
flow, soil-moisture storage, evapotranspiration,  and bank
storage. Plot- and catchment-scale data could be analyzed
simultaneously,  because a nested, duplicate approach is
more likely  to produce useful results for simulating water
available for runoff during rain on snow in forest stands
than analysis of either  date type alone.

INTRODUCTION

In the Pacific Northwest, rain-on-snow events occur
on mountain  slopes in the transient-snow zone. This zone
occupies  an altitude band extending from approximately
300 to 1,000 meters (m) above sea level (Han, 1986) and
is characterized by shallow winter snowpacks that may
melt in part or entirely when rain falls during relatively
warm  winter storms. Accclcrated  snowmelt resulting
from rain on snow adds to the amount of water aailable
for runoff (WAR) and creates an increased potential for
downstrcam  flooding and erosion (Harr, 1981).

In forest openings, the amount of snow that accumu-
lates and the turbulent-energy exchange between the air
and the snowpack surface are greater  than in forest stands
(Ben&  and Harr, 1987). The greater accumulation of
snow available for melt and the greater turbulent-energy
exchange to melt snow may  increase the amount of WAR
during rain-on-snow events in forest openings and worsen
downstream flooding and erosion by increasing peak
flows. These openings may result from wildfire, insect
attack. blowdown, and timber harvest. Of these, timber
harvest is the only process that can be planned to help mit-
igate the  potential  effects  of increased WAR during rain on
snow. In Oregon and Washington, much of the timber har-
vest occurs at mid-altitudes of the western Cascade Range
in the transient-snow zone.

Background

In 1987, a landmark agreement to balance timber har-
vesting with the  protection of natural and cultural
rcsourccs  was reached  in Washington State between the
Native American tribes, timber industry, environmental
community, and state natural resource agencies. This
agreement is known as the ‘Timber/Fish/Wildlife (TFW)
agreement.  As pert of the agreement, cooperators in TFW
have  dcvclopcd  analysis methods to estimate the cumula-
tive effects of timber harvest on watershed hydrology,
geomorphology,  erosion, wildlife habitat, and



human-made struclurcs  (Washington Forest Practices
Board, 1994). Refinement of the analysis methods is a
continuing effort.

Estimation of  the cumulative effects o~l’timher  harvest
on a watershed prior 10  harvesting can he used to help
minimizc  environmerltal  damage. An important part of
this  process is knowing how much WAR may he expected
during rain-on-snow cvcnts  after timher harvest, hecausc
if increased  amounts of water are available, hillslope era-
sion could he accelerated and peak  flows (could  he higher.
Increased flows could in turn accelerate hank erosion,
change the character of the streambed, ch,angc  water qual-
ity, and increase downstream flooding. Knowledge of the
amount  of  snowmelt lhet  may he generate,d  in forest open-
ings during rain on snow for different storm conditions
improves the nhility  to estimate the cumu:la~ive  effects of
timber harvest on a watershed. To obtain Ihis  knowledge,
the  U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) began an invcstiga-
lion  in 1YYO in coopel-ation  with the Cooperative Monitor-
ing, Evaluation, and Research (CMER) Committee of
TFW and the Washington State Department of Natural
Resources  (DNR).

Purpose and Scoype

This report presents  a conceptual  model  of snow
accumulation and melt processes in forest stands  and fl,r-
est  openings and characterizes the amoun’l  of snowmelt
generated in a typical clearcut forcst  opening during
rain-on-snow events for different storm condilions.

A physically-based, energy-balance snow-accumula-
tion and melt model (Marks, 1988) was u!xd to simulate
snowmelt during rain on snow using ten days of hourly
observations from a plot-scale study in the  transient-snow
zone of the  wcrtern Cascade Range in Oregon. The simu-
lated snowmclr was compared to observed snowmelt to
assess  the accuracy oi-the  simulations, and a sensitivity
analysis was performed to identify imporlant factors in
generating snowmelt during rain-on-snow events. The
model was then used LO simulate sno~mclt  during rain-
or,-snow  events for hypothetical storm conditions in the
western Cascade Range of Washington. Rcasonablc  storm
conditions for the  transicnl-snow  zone  of the  western

Cascade Range  awe generated  by analyzing synthetic  his-
torical climate records believed  to be rcprcsentative  olthc
transient-snow  zone. The  synthetic climate records wcrc
created by combining historical hourly wind-speed data
from Seattle-Txoma  International Airport (ScaTuc)  and
Stampede Pass Nalional Wenthw  Service (NWS) swions
with historical hourly precipitation and daily air tempera-
ture extrcrne data from transient-snow zone  NWS stations
Ceder  Lake and Snoqualmie  Pass. Several assumptions
were made to estimate the hourly dewpoint  tcmperaturc,
solar radiation, and diurnal air temperature data  f~,r  Cedar
Lake and Snoqualmie  Pass.

Sources of Data

Plot-scale micrometeorological  and lysirncter  data
were provided by R. Dennis Harr, r&cd from the II.%
Forest Service  (USFS). Historical meteorological data for
NWS stations were obtained front  the National Climatic
Data Center of ihc  U.S. Department of Commerce  in
Asheville, North Carolina, and from  Earthlnfo  Inc.
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PHYSIOGRAPHY AND CLIMATE

The western Pacific Northwest has a maritime cli-
mate, which is modified by the terrain of the region.
Mountain ranges act as barriers to the principal paths of
moisture inflow in the region (fig. 1). The prevailing
direction of travel for storms is from west to east (Miller
and others, 1973). Humid air masses generated over the
Pacific Ocean rise and lose their moisture on the ocean
side of the mountains, creating the wet climate west of the
Cascade Range. Rain shadows exist on the lee (eastern)
side of the mountains, the most extensive example of
which is the semi-arid land of eastern Oregon and
Washington.

Mean annual precipitation in the region ranges from
less than 300 millimeters (mm) just east of the Cascade
Range to more than 3,000 mm per year in higher parts
of the Coast and Cascade Ranges and the Olympic
Mountains (fig. 2). In general, precipitation reaches a
minimum during mid-summer (July and August) and a
maximum during late fall and early winter (November
through January). East of the Cascade Range, however, a
second precipitation maximum may be observed during
late spring and early summer (May and June) as well
(Owenby  and Ezell, 1992).

Mean annual temperatures in the region range from
less than 5 to more than 11 degrees Celsius rC). They are
strongly correlated with land altitude: lower temperatures
occur at the higher altitudes (fig. 3). Minimum average
temperatures are observed during the winter (December
through February), and maximum average temperatures
are. observed during the summer (July and August)
(Owenby  and Ezell, 1992).

Generally, average temperatures in the mountains are
sufficiently low from October through March for snow to
accumulate. It is during these months that rain-on-snow
events may occur; they do so most frequently in the tran-
sient-snow zone, where average air temperatures fluctuate
around freezing and precipitation alternates between rain
and snow. Snowpacks in this zone may disappear entirely
in between snow accumulation phases. Above and below
the transient-snow zone, rain-on-snow events occur less
frequently. At low altitudes, snowpacks rarely accumulate
because precipitation occurs mostly as rain; at high alti-
tudes, snowpacks accumulate, but heavy rain occurs infre-
quently (Coffin and Han; 1992; Brunengo,  1990).
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CONCEPTUAL MODEL

A conceptual model of snow accumulation and melt
generation in the transient-snow zone is a qualitative
description of the important and relevant hydrologic pro-
cesses. Conceptualization of these processes is useful so
that an appropriate numerical model may he selected to
simulate them. To facilitate formulation of the conceptual
model, a general description of snow accumulation and
melt processes is presented here.

Snow Accumulation and Melt Processes

Complex upper- and lower-atmospheric conditions
determine the type of precipitation that falls to the ground;
no simple prediction can he made on the basis of surface
air temperature alone as to whether precipitation will be
rain or  snow. For instance, snow is frequently observed at
air temperatures slightly above freezing. Generally, how-
ever, precipitation is in the form of snow when air temper-
atures are below freezing and in the form of rain when
they are above freezing. New-fallen snow may be wet,
dry, or  a mixture of rain and snow.

Snowpacks accumulate on the ground if precipitation
is predominantly in the form of snow, and if snowpack
temperatures remain at or  below freezing. As a snowpack
ages, its density increases due to the compaction and
recrystallization of snowflakes into ice crystals. Rela-
tively warm snowpacks may hold liquid water as well,
captured in pore spaces between ice crystals. A typical
snowpack consists of air, ice crystals at OYZ  or  below, and,
if present, liquid water at O~C. The amounts of ice and liq-
uid water and their respective temperatures determine the
cold content of a snowpack, defined as the amount of
energy required to bring the snowpack to a uniform tem-
perature throughout (also referred to as isothermal) at VC
without phase changes.

Energy Exchanges Between a Snowpack
and its Environment

The energy balance of a snowpack is determined by
its cold content, phase changes, and the energy gains and
losses that affect it. Net energy gains and losses are the
result of interactions of the snowpack with the external
environment. In response to net energy gains and losses,
phase changes may occur within the snowpack that in turn
release or  absorb energy. If energy is gained by a snow-
pack, the temperature of ice crystals will increase to a
maximum of O’C,  and melting will start if sufficient
energy remains. The meltwater will increase the amount

of liquid water held by the snowpack until the water-hold-
ing capacity of the snowpack has been  exceeded; at this
point, meltwater will leave the  bottom of the snowpack
and become WAR. If energy is lost by a snowpack, any
liquid water that is present will freeze; once all the liquid
water has frozen, the temperature of the ice crystals will
decrease if energy loss continues.

A snowpack exchanges energy with the external envi-
ronment along its top and bottom surfaces (fig. 4). Energy
may he gained or  lost along the bottom surface by conduc-
tive heat  transfer between the snowpack and the ground;
energy may be gained or  lost along the top surface from
solar and thermal radiative heat transfer, turbulent sensible
and latent heat transfer, and advective  heat transfeer
(U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1956). In addition, a
small amount of sensible and latent heat may be
exchanged between the snowpack surface and the air by
conduction. Because air is such a good insulator, how-
ever, this amount is to” insignificant to he considered for
the purposes of this study.

Conductive heat transfer takes place between the bot-
tom of a snowpack and the ground if a temperature differ-
ence exists across the interface. If the snowpack is colder
than the ground, energy flows from the ground to the
snowpack, and the cold content of the snowpack decreases
or some of its ice melts. If the snowpack is warmer than
the ground, however, the opposite occurs. The rate at
which the energy transfer takes place depends on the ther-
mal properties of the ground and the temperature gradient
across the interface (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
1956).

Radiative energy may be divided by wavelength into
solar and thermal radiation. Solar radiation ranges from
visible to near-infrared wavelengths, equivalent to about
0.3 micrometer (pm)  to 3 pm  (Marks, 1988); radiation in
this band-width is also referred to as shortwave radiation.
Thermal radiation ranges in wavelengths from about
3.5 pm  to 50 pm  and is also referred to as longwave  radia-
tion. The basic properties of solar and thermal radiation
are different; solar radiation may be absorbed and
reflected, while thermal radiation may he absorbed and
emitted. These different properties are important when
considering the radiative energy transfer to and from
snowpacks.

During daylight hours, solar radiation is incident on
the snowpack surface unless it is obstructed by vegetation,
topography, or  extreme atmospheric conditions such as
heavy cloud cover or  precipitation. A fraction of the inci-
dent solar radiation is scattered and reflected back into the
atmosphere. The amount depends on the wavelengths of
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*e radiation.  *e &&  Oftbe StlOW  SWhCe  for  those
wavelen.&  and tic:  *gk  of incidence of the radiation;
the  latter is a runetion  of $s pwtion  of.jbe  sun in the sky
and the snow-surface slope.  ~JTI  general,ihe albedo  of a
snow  surface decreases as a snowpack ages because the
size of ice  nystals  increases and dost  collects  on the  sor-
face  (Mmk  1988).  ‘he  presence of clouds reduces the
amOUnt Of SOhU  radiation that may h incident on the
snowpack  surface.  Net SOIW radiation is a source of
energy to the snowpack.

Thermal radiation is absorbed and emitted by vegeta-
tion, snowpacks,  clouds, and the  atmosphere. Of these, all
but the atmosphere absorb and emit thermal radiation as
black bodies. Tbis means that they absorb all incident
thermal radiation and that  they  emit the maximum amount
possible (that is, the emissivity,  defined as the fraction of
black-body emission at a given wavelength emitted by a
surface. is 1);  the  higher the temperature ‘of a black body,
the greater the emitted thermal radiation. The  atmosphere,

however,  absorbs and emits thermal  raaadon  of specs
wavelengths,  and may be entirely  transparent  to other
wavelengths.  The higher the air temperature  and watt
vapor content of the atmosphere. tbe larger  the amoon
thermal radiation that is absorbed  and emitted (U.S. A
Corps of Engineers, 1956).  The  net thermal  radiation t
from  the snowpack depends  on the ComP1e.x  inten&
mong  the snowPack.  vegetahoo.  clouds,  and  atiospb

~~~~~~  the surface of a snowpack cannot be wan
w Vc,  there  is an upper limit to the  amount of ene*
fiat  may be lost from  a snowpack through thermal rat
don.  When no vegetation is nearby and skies are clear
colder than Ihe snow surface, there will be a net loss o
thmml  radiation from the snowpack. When it is clou
however, the temperatore  difference between the base
tbe clouds and the snowpack surface detenoines whed
there is a net loss or gain of thermal  energy. If the clo-
temperature is greater than the snowpack surface temp
tore, as for rainclouds,  there will be a net gain. If Vega

Air

Figure 4.--Energy exchanges between a snowpack and its environment.
Arrows indicate the possible directions of energy transfer.
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tion is present, the interactions are more complex; in
addition to thermal  radiation exchange between the snow-
pack surface and the clouds, the  exchange occurs between
the clouds and vegetation and  between the vegetation and
snowpack as well. The  temperature  differences between
the radiating bodies, their etnissivities,  and the size of their
surface areas determine the net amount and  direction of
themad radiation transfer  to or  from the snowpack
(U.S.  hy corps of Engineers,  1956).

Both sensible and latent heat are conveyed to and
from  the snowpack by physical transfer in turbulent  air
cwrtmtmear the  SDOW  surface.. Sensible heat is energy
contained in a substance as indicated by its temperatore,
while latent heat is energy released or absorbed during a
phase change. Turbulent sensible heat exchange  occurs  by
nansfer of heat between the snowpack surface and the tor-
bulent  air &rents  near the surface. Turbulent latent heat
exchange occurs  between a snowpack surface  and the air
immediately above it when liquid water or ice at the snow-
pack surface evaporates or sublimates, respectively, to add
water vapor to the turbulent air currents near the snowpack
surface or when water vapor in the air condenses or
freezes onto the snowpack surface. The rates and direc-
tions of sensible and latent energy transfers depend on the
temperature and vapor-pressure gradients between the
snowpack surface and the air, respectively, as well as on
the amount of turbulence, which is a function of wind
speed.

Turbulent transfer may add or remove energy from a
snowpack. If no wind is present over a snowpack, hnbu-
lent heat exchange cannot occor. If wind is present and the
temperature of the air is greater than the temperahue  of the
snowpack surface, the snowpack gains sensible heat; if the
air temperature is lower, the snowpack loses sensible heat.
If wind is present and the vapor pressure of the air is
greater than the vapor pressure at the snowpack surface,
moisture in the air condenses on the snowpack surface,
thereby releasing latent energy and adding mass to the
snowpack. The condensed vapor may remain liquid or
freeze to the snowpack surface, depending on the cold
content of the snowpack. If it freezes, additional energy is
released to the snowpack. If wind is present and the vapor
pressure of the air is smaller than the vapor pressure of the
snowpack surface, liquid water in the snowpack may
evaporate, and ice crystals in the snowpack may subli-
mate; these phase changes remove energy from  the snow-
pack.

Advective  heat transfer refers to energy that is carried
to and from the snowpack by timss  transfer in the form of
precipitation. When precipitation falls on a snowpack, not

only is its mass added o that of the snowpack, but its ther-
mal energy content is a deo~t,  the overall  heat content of
the snowpack as well. !$E%ei-gy content of precipitation
d*penh  on its phase &d tetnp&ture.  For  example, if
precipitation falls as snow at a temperature below that of
the  snowpack, the snow-water  equivalent (defined as the
depth  of liquid water that would result from melting a
snowpack  with  no water  loss) and the cold content of the
snowpack (or relative amount of ice in the ice-water  mix-
tore)  will  both increase. Ifprecipitation  occurs in the fort,,
of rain, energy will be supplied to the snowpack because
the rain is wanner than the snowpack. Rain on snow may
increase the snow-water equivalent of the snowpack in the
form of.liquid water, or it may freeze and torn into ice. If
the water-holding capacity of the  snowpack is exceeded,
liquid water will leave the bottom  of the  snowpack and
become WAR.

Interception of Precipit&ion

Precipitation that falls in areas covered by vegetation
is partly intercepted by branches and leaves. Some of the
intercepted precipitation may be lost to the atmosphere
through evaporation and sublimation. while the remainder
stays in the canopy and eventually falls through to the
ground. How much precipitation is intercepted depends
on the vegetation species, its age, the canopy surface area,
and the kind of precipitation (Zinke, 1967; Leonard,
1967). The maximum amount of intercepted precipitation
a tree or bosh can hold is referred to as the interception
storage capacity. Because of snow’s lower density, storage
capacities for snow exceed those for rain.

Intercepted snow may be blown down by the wind or
slide to lower branches and the ground as the load of accu-
mulated snow becomes too heavy and branches bend
down (Schmidt and Pomeroy,  1990); intercepted rain may
drip to lower branches and the ground. In addition to
being removed mechanically, intercepted snow can also
melt and thus assume the properties of intercepted rain by
dripping to lower branches and the ground.

Intercepted snow may be distributed through a canopy
in an infinite number of ways. Patches of snow may be
present near the top, center, and bottom of the canopy, and
the sizes and shapes of patches may vary  widely as well.
Intercepted snow has an unpredictable surface area that is
determined by its depositional and melt history and the
number, size, and orientation of branches and leaves on
which it has accumulated. The  surface area and location
of intercepted snow affect the external energy exchange
between it and the environment.
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A patch of intercepted snow will melt if enough
energy  is supplied to bring its temperature to VC and suf-
ficient energy remain:; for ice crystals to melt. The exter-
nal energy exchanges that may occur hetviccn  a patch of
intercepted snow and the  environment are the same as
those between a snowpack on the ground and the cnviron-
mtmt,  except that conductive energy  transfer  between a
snowpack and the  ground is replaced by conductive
cncrgy transfer between intercepted snow ;md vegetation.
Accounting for all possible energy pathways between
intcrccptcd snow and the environment, hc’wever,  is more
complicated than for ~1  snowpack because of the unprcdict-
able shapes, sizes, and locations of patcha  of intercepted
snow.

The  net  thermal  radiation that acts on a patch of inter-
cepted snow depends on the amount cmitlcd by the snow
itself and on the amoulnt  received from emitting black  bod-
ies that are inside its zzphere  of influence, defined as that
part of the  cxtcrnat cnvironmcnt that may nffcct  a particu-
lar patch of intercepted snow. For examp~le,  one patch of
intercepted snow may receive thermal radiation from the
clouds and nearby vegetation; another patch may be
entirety  shielded front  the clouds and receive thermal radi-
ation from ncnrby  vcgctation  alone;  a ttrir#:t  patch may
exchange thermal  radiation with other patches of snow
and the snowpack on the ground. The spbcre  of influence
is different for each  patch of  intcrceptcd  snow (fig. 5).

Patches of intercepted snow wilt also  have  spheres of
inltucnce  with respect. to solar radiation; the spheres are
different from those of thermal radiation, but similar in
concept. The  amount  of solar radiation that may poten-
tially reach intercepted snow is the same ai for a snow-
pack in an unvegetatcd  area. Patches of intercepted snow,
however,  may he shielded from solar radization  by nearby
leaves and branches,  and they  may rccciw  indirect solar
radiation that has reflected off other patches of snow. As
for snowpacks that have accumulated on the ground, the
amount of solar radiarion that is reflected back from inter-
cepted snow depends on the atbedo  of the snow surface
and the  angle of incidence of the radiatiorl.

Advectivc  energy  exchanges may atw take place
between intercepted  snow and the  cnviromncnt;  the
exchange process is the same as that described earlier for
the  snowpack, hut quantifying it is more difticutt.  Precipi-
tation in the form of rain or snow may fall directly onto a
patch of intercepted snow, or it may first be intercepted
before it drips or slides down onto another patch of inter-
cepted snow. Whethw  the precipitation will increase or
decrease the cold conient  or ice fraction of the patch of
intcrccpted  snow depends on the temperature, phase, and
snow-w&x  cquivatent  of the  added  prccipitafon. If water

that is added to a snowpatch consists of drip that is recent
snowmelt, its temperature is probably close to VC.  If,
however, the added water consists of snowmclt or rain that
has been in the canopy for some time, its temperature may
be equal to the ambient air temperature. The direction and
amount of net advective energy exchange between all
intercepted snow in a canopy and the environment is a
function of the interception processes described.

Turbulent heat  cxchange  takes place when sensible
and latent heat  arc transferred by the wind between the air
and intcrccptcd snow. The greater the wind speed,  the
greater the quantity of  available heat that may be
exchanged. Wind-speed mcuwemcnts  in adjacent open
and forested areas show that winds are reduced as a func-
tion of canopy density. As a result, wind reduction is not
uniform throughout the canopy; the mid-canopy level,
where canopy surface arca  is the largest, has the greatest
reduction in wind speed (Gary, 1975). Wind speeds in
treetops arc similar to those ofunvegetated areas. The net
turbulent energy that is exchanged between intercepted
snow patches and the environment depends on the wind
speed surrounding the patch, the  :sizc of the  tempcraturc
and vapor-pressure  gradients between the patch and the
surrounding air. and the  aerodynamic characteristics of the
patch.

In gcncral,  tbc  size or rate of the energy exchange
between a patch of  intercepted snow and its environment
is a function of the size of the surface area of the patch as
welt. For example, the greater the  surface  arca  of a patch,
the greater the  net  solar radiation it may receive and the
mom  likely that new  precipitatiorl  or drip wilt fall on the
patch. Grcatcr precipitation  or drip onto the patch means
that, for a given temperature of the precipitation or drip,
the total advective heat transfer to or from the patch is
grcatcr.  Energy-cxchnnge  proccsscs such as turhulcnt-.
conductive-, and thermal-heat transfer are in part con-
trotted by the vapor-pressure difference between the patch
and the  air (for latent  heat)  or by the temperatorc diffcr-
cncc  between the patch and that part of the environment
with which the  exchange  takes place (air fix  scnsihlc  heat,
vegetation for conductive heat, and clouds, vegetation, and
the atmosphere for thermal heat). For these exchange pro-
cesses, the greater the surface area OS  the patch, the greater
the  energy transfer that takes place.

The  same cncrgy-exchange  proccsscs  that take place
between intercepted  snow and the  cnvironmcnt also  take
place  bctwccn  intercepted  rain and the environment. For
example, intercepted rain may gain cncrgy from solar rad-
ation,  lose  mass and latent  cncrgy as 23 result of evapcn-
tion, and gain or lose energy from or to the surrounding air
and vegetation by conduction, thcrmal  radiation, and sen-
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Figure B.--Energy exchanges between intercepted snow and its environment. Arrows indicate the
possible directions of energy transfer.
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sible heat exchange. Intercepted rain will Sreeze  if enough
energy is removed to drop its temperature below 0°C.
Because interception storage is smaller fol- rain than snow,
the net energy exchange between intercepted rain and the
environment is smallor  for identical environmental condi-
t ions.

The ultimate disposition of intercepted water is deter-
mined by the complex interactions of the canopy structure,
anrecedent  conditions of intercepted water,  mechanical
unloading of the canopy, the type and condition of new
precipitation, and the  energy exchange processes that take
place between  intercepted water and the environment.
Water that falls through the  canopy will change the mass
balance and thermal condition of a snowpack that may be
present  on the  ground. How this snowpack may be
affected depends on the phase, quantity, temperature, tim-
ing, and distribution of water that falls to the ground.

Once throughfall has reached the snowpack, it is suh-
jecl to the energy exchange processes that take place
between snow on the ground and the environment and that
were described in the previous section. In general, the rel-
ative sizes of the various energy transfers Ibelow  a forest
canopy differ from thcjse  in an unvegetated  area because
the environmental conditions are different,  For example,
wind speeds below the  forest canopy are reduced  com-
pared to unvegctated  areas, resulting in decreased turhu-
lent  heat cxchanges.  In addition, incoming solar radiation
is diminished below vegetation, net therma  radiation is
altered by its presence, and advective heat transfer is dif-
ferent because it is determined by the cond:ition  of the
throughfall rather than that of direct precipitation.

Interception of precipitation and snow accumulation
and melt below a forest canopy were not simulated as part
of this study. As demonstrated by the description  of the
conceptual model abovc,  the large degree c~funpredictabil-
ity of interception prot:esses  precludes  gewrating  a
numerical model without greatly simplifying the concep-
tual model. Schmidt and Troendle (1992) <came to the
same conclusion. Simulations using a numerical model
that would incorporate simplifications, however, should he
extensively tested against representative  observations of
lysimeter outtlow  and :snowpack  conditions for different
forested conditions to verify the model. Currently avail-
able plot-scale data, however,  are insufficie:nt  to thor-
oughly test simplified models, as dcmonstr,atcd  by
Wigmosta and others (1993),  who tried to test their
energy-balance model of interception of precipitation with
available data from the transienl-snow  zone in the  Pacific
Northwest.

To thoroughly test a simplified model of interception
processes, a statistically significant number of data sets
that include frequent (at least every few days) measure-.
merits  of snowpack thickness, density, and liquid-water
content and hourly lysimeter outflow measurements that
are representative of an entire forested plot should he used.
The latter may he achieved by installing many large snow
lysimeters below a forest canopy to capture the lateral
variability of snow accumulation and melt resulting from
interception processes. The data currently (1995) avail,.
able for the transient-snow zone include relatively infre-
quent snowpack-condition meaurements  during a few
winters and lysimeter outflows that were usually measured
by too few small lysimeters-about two square meters
(m’)  each; in cases where more than one smell lysimeter
was used, the available measm-ements  indicate that the Iat,
era1  variability of lysimeter outflow is significant.

Snow Accumulation and Melt in the
Transient-Snow Zone

In the transient-snow zone of the Pacific Northwest,
snowpacks that are relatively thin, near freezing, and have
a high liquid-water content accumulate in both forest
openings and below forest canopies during the winter.
Generally, snowpacks that form b&w forest canopies are
thinner and denser than in the forest openings, and they
have ahigher liquid-water cootem  (Berris  and Harr, 1987).
Snowpacks in this zone are transient in nature because
their ripened state readily leads to snowmelt even  when
the net energy input to the snowpack increases by only a
small amount. Examples of conditions that create
increased energy input are rain-on-snow events and atmo-
spheric warming not accompanied by precipitation.

During a rain..on-snow  event, increases in sensible,
latent, thermal radiative, and advective heat transfers may
take place from the environment to the snowpack.
Rain-on-snow events arc accompanied by rm increase in
air temperature, creating a source of energy for sensible
heat transfer. In addition, the relative humidity of air
reaches 100 percent, causing condensation of water vapor
onto the snowpack surface that releases latent heat and
adds mass to the snowpack (relative humidity is defined as
the ratio of the amount of moisture in a given space  of air
to the amount the space  could contain if saturated). Tur-
bulent sensible and latent heat transfer take place only if
wind is present. In the western Cascade Range, wren
winter rainstorms are commonly accompanied by an
mcrcnse  in wind speed (Harr, 19X1),  so turbulent heat
inputs to the snowpacks are usually significant. The
energy contained in precipitation itself is added to the
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snowpack as advective  heat transfer. During storms, cloud
COYC~  is at a maximum, leading to an increased energy
input to the snowpack from thermal radiation and a
decreased input from solar radiation (Male and &anger,
1981). The increase in thermal radiation is usually more
important than the decrease in solar radiation, however
(B&s,  1984).

A snowpack that has accumulated below a forest can-
opy is subject to energy inputs in different relative
amounts from a snowpack in a forest opening. Increased
air temperatures during general atmospheric warming and
rain-on-snow events warm the vegetation, which emits
more thermal radiation as a result. The net thermal radia-
tion input to the snowpack, however, is determined by the
combined effects of canopy shielding of thermal radiation
from clouds, the increased thermal radiation from vegeta-
tion, and the vapor content of the air. Depending on the
conditions, thermal radiation may be higher, lower, or the
same below a forest canopy and in a forest opening. If
atmospheric warming is accompanied by increased wind
(as it usually is during rain-on-snow events), the increased
turbulent heat input to the snowpack will be smaller on the
forest floor than in the forest opening because the wind
speed is reduced by the air resistance of the vegetation.

Increased energy available during atmospheric warm
ing may melt all or part of the snow held in storage by the
forest canopy. When this intercepted snow melts during a
rain-on-snow event, the initial amounts of liquid water that
fall onto the snowpack below may be greater than in the
forest opening; when the intercepted snow melts during a
general atmospheric warming without precipitation,
rain-like conditions may he present in the forest even
though it is not raining (Benis,  1984). The latter situation
contributes to the presence of thinner, denser, and wetter
snowpacks below vegetation.

The dominant energy exchanges that affect a snow-
pack in the transient-snow zone take place between the
snowpack surface and the air; by contrast, conductive heat
transfer, which is a small energy component, takes place
between the snowpack bottom and the ground. Measure-
ments by Benis  (1984) showed that whenever snow is on
the ground, the temperature of the soil immediately below
the snow is usually close to O’C.  During prolonged,
exceptionally cold weather, soil temperatures may be sig-
nificantly lower, but those weather conditions are unusual
in the transient-snow zone of the Pacific Northwest. Snow
acts as an insulator, and when it is absent from the ground,
soil temperatures may reach more extreme values. How-
ever, because temperature differences between soils and

snowpacks are small in the transient-snow zone, little con-
ductive heat transfer takes place along the bottom of
snowpacks.

The amount and timing of runoff from a snowpack are
determined by the thickness, temperature, density, and liq-
uid-water content of a snowpack prior to a melt event and
the amount of energy and mass that is provided to the
snowpack during the event. If sufficient energy is avail-
able, a thick snowpack will generate more WAR than a
thin snowpack because the thick snowpack will continue
to supply snowmelt after the thin snowpack would have
melted completely. If the cold content of a snowpack is
high, more energy is needed to bring it to OYZ,  which may
delay melting. During a melt event, snowmelt becomes
part of WAR once the liquid-water content of the snow-
pack has been exceeded. In the transient-snow zone,
snowpacks have a high liquid-water content and are near
freezing, and, as a result, little delay occurs between the
start of melt generation and runoff. During a rain-on-snow
event, WAR includes water from the rain itself as well as
water from snowmelt. Once generated, WAR becomes
available for evapotranspiration, infiltration into the soil,
or (once the soil is saturated or frozen) surface runoff-the
same pathways available to ordinary rainfall.

SIMULATION OF SNOWMELT

Data available for simulation of snow accumulation
and melt consist of plot-scale data collected in the
H.J. Andrew Experimental Forest in Oregon and in the
Canyon Creek and Finney Creek watersheds in the north-
ern Cascade Range of Washington (fig. 6). These data
consist of occasional snowpack thickness, density, and
liquid-water-content information, and hourly meteorologi-
cal and lysimeter outflow measurements. Because lysime-
ters  measure liquid water that drains from the bottom of a
snowpack before some of it infiltrates into the soil or
becomes surface. runoff, lysimeter outflow is a measure of
WAR. The collection seasons span winters from 1982
through 1986 and from 1988 through 1991. The datawere
collected by R. Dennis Hall  (retired from the USFS) and
several of his students at Oregon State University and the
University of Washington (Berris, 1984; Berris  and Harr,
1987; Coffin and Hat,  1992). Measurement sites were
below the canopy of old-growth forests and plantations
and in neighboring clearcut  forest openings. These data,
together with plot-scale data collected in the Jam&on
Creek Experimental Watershed in the western
Coast Range of British Columbia (Beaudry and Golding,
1983) (fig. 6),  are the most complete measurements avail-
able of plot-scale snow accumulation and melt in the
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Figure S.--Locations of the plot-scale measurements in the transient-snow zone of the Pacific
Northwest.
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transient snow zone of the Pacilic  Northwest. In spite of
this, however, most of the data could not be used for simu-
lation purposes, as explained later in this report.

The numerical model selected to perform snow accu-
mulation and melt simulations was a point-scale,
energy-balance snowmelt model developed by Marks
(1988). This model accounts for the most important
energy and mass exchanges between a snowpack and its
environment, though it cannot simulate interception pro-
cesses. Marks’ model has previously been used to verify
Snow  accumulation and melt for deep, cold snowpack con-
ditions in the Sierra  Nevada (Marks, 1988; Marks and
Dozier, 1992).

In an  attempt to verify that this model accurately sitn-
ulates  accumulation and melt for shallow, warm snow-
packs, simulations were performed for a subset of the
available clearcut  plot-scale data. Specifically, hourly
snow accumulation and melt were simulated continuously
from February 10 through 14,1984,  and from February 27
through March 3, 1984, for the clearcut plot of the
H.J. Andrew Experimental Forest. These time periods
included one large and two small rain-on-snow events.
Simulated WAR was compared with observed values.
Only a subset of the clearcut  data was used because the
available data were incomplete and at times lacked quality
for use in an energy-balance model. In spite of this, the
approach showed that the model behaved as expected
based on theoretical considerations. The forested and
plantation data were not used because, as explained previ-
ously, no validated numerical model to simulate intercep-
tion processes currently exists. Even if they could be
simulated, comparisons of model-generated WAR with
measured WAR would have limited meaning: the WAR
measured by small lysimeters is not representative of the
actual WAR in an entire forested plot because the snow
accumulations and melt below the canopy vary laterally.

Even though the lack of complete and reliable data
precluded meaningful comparison of observed and simu-
lated WAR during the selected time periods, there is value
in using the model to determine the  sensitivity of WAR
generation to various combinations of atmospheric and
antecedent snowpack conditions in forest openings. The
model performed well for the Sierra Nevada study (Marks,
1988; Marks and Dozier, 1992), and WAR computed for
the clearcut plot as part of the present study appeared rea-
sonable. However, because reliable observations were not
available for comparison with the simulation results for
shallow, warm snowpacks, the results of the sensitivity
analysis should be used with caution.

Description of the Numerical Model

Marks’ model is a point-scale, energy-balance model
that uses meteorological data as input to simulate the accu-
mulation and melt of snowpacks. The model is similar to
the snowmelt model of Anderson (1976) and Morris
(1982, 1986), except that in Marks’ version the input
requirements and snowpack representation have been sim-
plified and the computation of radiative energy  has been
improved (Marks, 1988).

Marks’ model assumes that a snowpack consists of
two layers that each have a uniform temperature, density,
and liquid-water content. External energy exchanges take
place by conductive and diffusive heat transfer between
the bottom layer and the ground and by turbulent, radia-
tive, and advective  heat transfers between  the top layer
and the air. Internal energy exchange takes place by con-
ductive and diffusive heat transfer between the top and
bottom layers of the snowpack. The thickness of the top
layer (also referred to as the snowpack surface) is speci-
fied by the user and should equal the depth to which solar
radiation penetrates the snowpack. The thickness of the
bottom layer is equal to the remainder of the snowpack. If
the total thickness of the snowpack is less than the speci-
fied thickness of the top layer, the entire snowpack is
assumed to consist of the top layer with a thickness equal
to that of the total snowpack.

Marks (1988) allows for an increase in the snowpack
mass as a result of water added by condensation, frost, and
precipitation and for a decrease due to evaporation, subli-
mation, and melt followed by runoff. Runoff takes place

when the threshold liquid-water-holding capacity of the
snowpack has been exceeded. Condensation, frost forma-
tion, evaporation, and sublimation may take place along
the snowpack/air and the snowpack/soil interfaces. The
snowpack density is adjusted in response to the type and
density of precipitation that is added to the snowpack and
in response to melting of snow or freezing of liquid water
within the snowpack. Changes in snowpack density
because of compaction of air space in the snowpack are
not simulated. Marks’ model tracks both the energy and
mass  contents of the snowpack.

According to Marks’ model, the energy balance of a
snowpack may be expressed as

AQ = R,z+H+LvE+G+M  , (1)
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where

AQ = change in snowpack energy in watts per square

meter (W  ,li2),

R

H”

= radiative energy flux  (W m-‘),

= sensible energy  flux (W rn-‘),

L,,E = latent energy  flux (W  ni*);  it is :!he  product of

L,;  , the  latent heat of vaporization or
condensation in joules per  kilogl-am
(4.5 x  1O’J kg-‘), and E, the  mass Ihat

condenses onto or evaporates from the snowpack
surfacc  in kilograms per second per  square meter

(kg s-l  I?),

G = conductive a.nd  diffnsivc energy llux  (W m-*),

M = advective  energy flux (W m-‘).

Energy transfer LO the snowpack is defined :LS  positive,  and
energy transfer from the snowpack is defmcd  as negative.
When the change in snowpack energy, AQ , is negative,
liquid water  that may be present in the srmwpack  will
freeze, releasing latent energy  in the process. If AQ is still
negative after all liquid water  has frozen, the  temperature
of the ice crystals in the snowpack will drop. However, if
AQ is positive, the temperature of the ice c:rystals  will rise
to a maximum value of 0°C at which point snowmelt
starts if AQ remains positive.

Net all-wave radiative energy,  R,,  , is {computed in
Marks’ model according to

where

R n.  .sol
= net solar radiation (W me’),

I iw = thermal radiation received by th:<: snowpack

from the sk,y,  vegetation, and ne:ighboring
topography  (W *n-2),

= emissivity of the snow surface (dimensionless)
(assumed equal to 0.99 in the model),

I3 = &fan-Bollcmann  constant in watts per
sqtmre  meter per kelvin to the  fourth powrr

(5.6697 x  lO-8  W ni*  Km4),

T.T, 0 = temperature of the snowpack surface in
kelvin (K).

Net solar radiation, R,~ r,~i  , is the difference between
incident and reJlected  shlar  radiation. Reflected  solar
radiation is a function of the snow  surface albcdo;  albcdo

is a function of the time since the last snowfall, the ;mgle
of incidence of the radialion, and the  wavelengths

contained in the  radiation. The difference hctween  net
all-wave radiative energy and net solar radiation is Ihe  net
thermal radiation, I,,+,  - c,soT4
received by the snowpack, 1,‘: il,;,~~~~t~~~~~~~~~~i~n

may he estimated as a function of air temperature, cloud
cover, vegetation. and topograph  ‘. The  thermal radiation

2
emitted by the snowpack, &,YuT,v,o  , 1s calculated as a
function of Ihe  temperature of the top layer of the
snowpack, which is estimated by rhc  model.

Turbulent heat  transfer equals the sum of scnsiblc
and latent  heat transfer.  Lalcnt heat transfer  takes place if
liquid water evaporates or ice  suhlimates, or if liquid wnte~
condenses  or frost forms on the snowpack. Latent  energy
transfer is accomp;lnied  by a gain or loss of mass to “1
from the snowpack, respectively. Scnsihle heat transfer
from  the air to the  snowpack, H,  is calculated hy the
model  according 10

H =: P C,,K,  CT, - 7:?,  “1 (3)

and latent heat transfer from the air to the snowpack,
LvE , is calculated according to

where variables  nor  defined previously are

P

c,, =

KH  =

density  “fair in kilograms per cubic meter
(kg m?).

specitic  beat of dry air ar  constant pressure
in.joulcs per kilogram per kelvin

(1005 J kl:‘K-‘1,

hulk transfer coefficient  for heat in meters per

second (m  s-l),

temperature of the air (IS),

hulk transfer cocflicient for water  vapor (m so’),

specific humidity of the air (dimensionless).

specific humidity of the snow surface
(dimensionless).
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All variables in equations 3 and 4 can be readily mea-
sured, except for the transfer coefiicients,  KH  and K,,, ,
which depend on wind speed and surface roughness. To
approximate these coefficients by known or measured
variables and parameters, Marks (1988) adapted methods
suggested by Brutsaert (1982) and thereby changed
equations 3 and 4 into

(7)

for sensible heat, and

for latent heat, respectively,

where variables not defined previously are

in meters, and u*  as the friction velocity

(5)

in meters per second,

w h e r e

g = acceleration of gravity in meters per square

second (9.80616 m s-‘),

u = wind speed (m s-t).

The y-functions, v?,~  for mass, !+rS,,  for heat, and vsu
for water vapor, are for stable conditions

ratio of the eddy diffusivity and viscosity for
heat (dimensionless) [a value of 1.0 was

suggested by Brutsaert (1982)],

van  K&m&~‘s  constant (dimensionless)

(=  0.40),

air temperature measurement height above the

snow  surface (In),

zero-plane displacement height (m) [Brutsaert

(1982) suggested d, = (2/3)7.35zol,

surface roughness length(m) [for snow, it ranges
from 0.0001 to 0.005 m (Brutsaert, 1982)1,

ratio of the eddy diffusivity and viscosity for
water vapor (dimensionless) [a value  of 1 .O was
suggested by Brutsaert (1982)],

humidity measurement height above the sncxv
surface (In),

for the choice of constant p,  = 5 and for unstable

conditions ( i=:<O)’

wind-speed measurement height above the snow
surface (m) and

L > w,,  1 v,<,,  3 =“d  w,?, are more complicated expressions,

L is defined as the Obukhov stability length
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a n d

x = (I -B,<, “4 (12)

for the choice of constant 8, =:: 16

The magnitude of sensible heat transfer is mainly
determined by the wind speed, u  , and the temperature dif-
ference between the air and the surface of the  snowpack,

Ta - TV.  0 The magnitude of latent heat ,transfer  is
chiefly determined by the wind speed and the specific

humidity difference between the air and the surface of the

s n o w p a c k ,  y, ‘I,~,  o Specific humidity is defined as the
mass  of water vapor per unit mars of moist air, and it is
approxinately  proportional to the vapor pressure divided
by the total pressure o:F the air (Linsley and others, 1975).

When latent heat rransfer  is computed to be negative,
mass is assumed lost from the snowpack surface by either
sublimation or evaporation. It is assumed that if liquid
water is present in the snowpack, water and ice are
removed from the snowpack at a ratio of 0.882, which is
equal to the ratio of the latent heat of evaporation and sub-
limation. When latent heat is computed to be positive,
mass has been  added  to the snowpack surf;ux  by either
condensation or frost formation. Except during
rain-on-snow events, mass is added as liquid water if air
temperatures are abovt:  freezing and as  ice otherwise.
During rain-on-snow events, Marks assurm:s  that
50 percent of the mass  added by convection  condenses as
liquid water and 50 percent  condenses as ice

Mass transfer due to phase changes takes  place at the
bottom surface of the snowpack as well if a vapor pressure
gradient exists betwwrl the soil and the bottom of the
snowpack. In the transient-snow zone of the  Pacific
Northwest. this gradient is close to zero, and only small
amounts of mass transfer take place. Marks’ model
accounts for the latent <:nergy  changes in the snowpack
that result from the phase changes along the bottom as pert
of the conductive and diffusive heat transfer between  the
ground and the snowpack, C , which is estimated by

where

Kes,i = effective thermal conductivity of the bottom

snow layer in watts per meter per kelvin
(W m-’  K~‘),

Ke‘t = effective thermal conductivity of the soil layer
(W m-’ K-l),

T
s

= temperature of the soil layer (K),

T'. i = temperature of the bottom snow layer(K),

5, 1 = thickness of the bottom snow layer  (m),

zg = thickness of the soil layer (m).

The magnitude of conductive heat transfer depends on the
temperature differonce between the bottom layer of the
snowpack and the soil. In the  transient-snow zone, this
difference is smalll so conductive heat transfer is a minor
source  of energy to the snowpack. The effective thermal
conductivities  are calculated by the model and take into
account diffusive and latent heat transfers in addition to
pure conductive heat transfer.

Advective  heat transfer, M , is calculated according to

where variables no!:  defined previously arc

CL,','  =

PPP  =

7p,'Lu  =

TPP =
fstep  =

specific  heat  of precipiration (J kg-’  Km’),

density  of precipitation (kg no’),

precipitation  depth (not adjusted for
snow-water equivalent) (m).

average temperature of precipitation (K),

snowmelt model time srep  in hours (h),

and $lp..u may bc expressed in snow-water equivalent
according to

(15)
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l,‘,’ = snow-water equivalent precipitation depth (mm).

In the remainder of this report, precipitation depth refers to
z,,,, , the snow-water equivalent  precipitation depth.

When precipitation  is rain, z,,,, equals zp,,_”  and when it
is snow, z,,,, is less then zppmu Marks’ model assutnes
that precipitation has the temperature of the air at the time

it falls. (If available, it may be assumed that precipitation
temperature equals the dewpaint temperature.)
Precipitation is assumed to be rain if the air temperature is
greater than or equal to a user-specified value, and it is
assumed to be snow if the air temperature is less than this
value.  The density of precipitation has to be provided.
During each model time step, the precipitation is assumed
to be either rain or snow; mixed rain-and-snow
precipitation is not simulated. Precipitation adds mass to
the snowpack, and it changes the energy content of the
snowpack if B  difference exists between the average
snowpack and precipitation temperatures. If precipitation
is snow, the ratio of solid to liquid water in the snowpack
increases; if the precipitation is rain, this ratio decreases
until the liquid-water holding capacity of the snowpack
has been exceeded, unless a sufficient temperature deficit
exists in the snowpack to freeze the rainwater.

To run the model, input of air temperature, precipita-
tion depth and density, wind speed, vapor pressure, net
solar radiation, soil temperature, and incident thermal
radiation arc required, at a minimum, for each time step.
In addition, model parameters such as measurement height
above the ground of air temperature, wind speed, and
vapor pressure, and snowpack properties at the start of the
simulation have  to be provided. Model output that can be
used to compare the  simulations to observations consists
of snowmelt, WAR, and snowpack properties such as
thickness and density. Other variables are available for
output as well. Because Marks‘ model is physically
based, parameters are not adjusted during model runs to
improve the match between observed and simulated vari-
ables.

Available Data

Meteorological and snow-lysimeter outflow (WAR)
data were collected at 21 sites in the western Cascade
Range of Oregon and Washington; seven of these sites
were located in clearcut forest openings  and I4 in mature
forests and plantations. One set of three plots (clearcut,

forest, and plantation) was located in the H.J. Andrew
Experimental Forest in Oregon, and three sets of three
plots (clearcut, forest, and plantation at low, medium, and
high altitudes) were each located near Canyon and Finney
Creeks in the northern Cascade Range of Washington
(fig. 6) (Berris, 1984; Coffin and Harr, 1992). Data collec-
tion spanned winters from 1982 through 1986 at the
H.J. Andrew Experimental Forest and from 1988 through
1991 at Canyon and Finney Creek watersheds.

Although these data sets are the most complete
rain-on-snow information available, they were not col-
lected for use as input to an energy-balance, snow accu-
mulation and melt model. As a result, the available data
are not of sufficient quality for modeling purposes, and
most were rejected for use in the present study.

Data Quality

In general, the available data consisted of hourly air
temperature, precipitation, wind speed, dewpoint  tempera-
ture> solar radiation, and WAR. Snowpack thickness and
density information was collected whenever the sites were
visited, usually several times each winter. Soil tcmpera-
twe and liquid-water content data were collected at the
H.J. Andrew  Experimental Forest, and incident thermal
radiation was not measured at any of the sites. Precipita-
tion-density information was not measured either,
but time-lapse photography was available for the
H.J. Andrew  Experimental Forest sites to help determine
whether precipitation was rain or snow.

Unfortunately, not all the available data were of suffi-
cient  quality to meet the  input requirements of the numeri-
cal model. To accurately simulate Snow  accumulation and
melt, Marks’ model requires, at a minimum, accurate mea-
surements of air temperature, precipitation depth and den-
sity, wind speed, vapor pressure, net solar radiation,
incident thermal radiation, and soil temperature for each
time step. To compare model-generated output with con-
ditions in the field, reliable and representative data regard-
ing WAR and snowpack conditions such as snowpack
thickness, density, and liquid-water content are needed.

Accurate measurements of WAR, climate, precipita-
tion, and snowpack properties are difficult to obtain in the
field under any circumstances, but especially if instru-
ments are unattended for long periods of time, as was the
case in the  H.J. Andrew Experimental Forest and Canyon
and Finney Creek watershed studies. Under those circum-
stances, solar radiation measurements are prone to error
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during rain-on-snow events because of the likelihood of
sensor  obstructions (Stanhill, 1992). Precipitation gages
and lysime&  drain pipes can become clogged, resulting in
an underestimate of both depth of precipitation and WAR.

In addition to inslrumcnt error, physiarl displacement
of both precipitation and WAR away from  instruments
contributes to erroneous measurements. Precipitation
cal~ch  deficiencies occur when wind blows precipitation
away from the gage; the catch deficiency ~increases  for
inc:reased  wind speeds and decreased precipitation densi-
tics. Precipitation falling as snow or as a rain-snow mix-
ture is easily displaced by winds because of the  high
surface area and low density  of the snow (McKay, 1970;
McKay and Gray, 1981). These characteristics make it
diflicult  to measure precipitation with rain gages even
when sheltering devices are used (Allis and others, 1963;
Good&on  and others, 1981). The high cohesion of snow-
fall under  near-zero air temperatures increases the likeli-
hood of rain-gage bridging under moderate, to heavy
snowfall, which also contributes  to catch deficiencies.

The  energy-halancc model requires prccipitation-den-
sity information 10  properly simulate snowpack characler-
istics,  such as snow depth,  density, and liquid-water
content. During periods of rainfall, precipitation  densitics
can  he easily estimated. When snow or a rain-snow mix-
ture occurs, however,  precipitation densiti#zs  become
exceedingly difficult to estimate without combined snow-
board and rain-gage information (Goodison and others.
19X  1;  Marks, 1988). ‘This information war not collected
as part of the field studies.

Incident thermal radiation is a required input to an
energy-halancc  model, hut it was not measured as part of
the available data. Thcrmal radiation is rarely measured in
the field, and it is difficult to estimate beca.ose  it is a func-
tion of cloud cover, vapor pressure, and terrain conditions,
including vegetation and topography (Male and Changer,
1981; Marks and Dozier, 1979).

Wind speed is an important input variable of the
energy-balance  snow ;rccumulation  and melt model. It is
possible to obtain accurate measuremenls  of wind speed in
the field, but care must be taken in selecting the proper
combination of instruments and recording devices that are
sensitive enough to capture the characteristic range of
wind speeds at the measurement site. Wind speeds
recorded during rain-on-snow events as par\ of the avail-
able data were low, with a maximum recorded hourly
average of 5.3 m s-l  (Coffin and Han; 1992). Anemome-
ters that were used to lncasure  wind speed were relatively
insensitive in the  range of the observed va’lues.

Information regarding the snowpack density and liq-
uid-water content is important to set the thermal  and mass
properties of the snowpack at the start of each simulation.
In addition, frequent measurements of these variables are
needed to verify the accuracy of snowpack-property simu-
lations. As part of the available rain-on-snow data, snow-
pack density and liquid-water content were measured only
several times each winter. These variables are extremely
difficult to measure without sensitive instrumentation
(Colbeck, 197X),  which was not used to obtain the avail-
able rain-on-snow date. Under conditions of active snow-
melt (as during rain on snow), however, snowpack density
and liquid-water content can be estimated with reasonable
accuracy (Marks. 198X).

WAR measurements from a snowpack provide an
important means  for verifying the accuracy of simulations
from an accumulation and melt model. These measure-
ments were collected as part of the available data by
small lysimeters, point measurements that may not have
been representative for a larger aroa.  The spatial heteroge-
neity of precipitation and snovxover propertics, the pres-
ence of ice lenses. and the lateral movement otmelt  water
within the snowpack, as well as altered snowcover  proper-
ties and snow-soil interactions from the lysimeter itself,
cannot he accurately measured by small lysimeters
(R.C. Kattelmann,  University of California, San@
Barbara, oral commun., 1993; Conway and Benedict,
lYY4).

In summary, because most of the available rain-
on-snow data were not adequate fix the requirements of
the numerical model, only a subset of the available data
was used to simulate WAR in a forest opening  in the fran-
sient-snow  zone of the western Cascade Range.

Data Used in !@nulations

Data for two r-day time periods during the  1983.84.
winter in a clearcut  forest opening of the H.J. Andrew
Experimental  Forest that included some of the bat  avail-
able data were selected for snow accumulation and melt
simulations using Marks’ (1988)  model (fig. 7). Those
time periods included three rain-on-snow events  (A, B,
and C in fig. 7), but only the first of these (A, from 0000
February I2 through 1000 February 13) was previously
identified as a rain-on-snow event. It represents the largest
rain-on-snow event (the event with the most precipitation)
on record for the 1983.84 winter (Berris, 1984; Bcrris and
Harr,  198’7). The other two events (B, from 1300 through
1700 February 28, and C, from 1700 February 29 through
1100 March I) are technically rain-on-snow events,  but
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FEBRUARY MARCH 1984

Figure 7.--Measured  and estimated values of air temperature, dewpoint temperature, precipitation, wind
speed, incoming thermal radiation, and net solar radiation for simulated clearcut  data. A, 6,  and C
denote rain-on-snow events discussed in the text.
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the  ,&all  during those periods was so !rmall  that  they
were not  noted as such by Benis  (1984) ad  Benis  and
Hm (1987).  Simulittion  oftbe  small rain-On-SnOW  events

in BdditiOl,  to the larger event, however, provides  insight
into  the  processes responsible for producing additional
wfl during rain on snow.

The  site characteristics and data-collection eff0rl~ere

described by Berris  (1984) and Berris  and Herr (1987) and
are repeated here. All climate and  WAR data  were COG-
lected  on an hourly basis, and snowpack property informa-
tion was collected periodically.

The study  area WAS  located within  a 22-hectare
clearcut at 900 m altitude in the McRae ICreek  drainage
within the H.J. Andrew Experimental Forest (fig. 8). The
site was logged in 1981 and broadcast burned in 1982.
The plot faces in a south-southwest direction, toward the
predominant direction of winter winds. .An  old-growth
forest consisting of Douglas fir and western hemlock trees
ranging in height from 30-60  m is locatesd  approximately
40 m northwest of the plot. Instruments were located on
nearly level ground, but sumounding  slope gradients
approached 80 percent. Annual precipitation at the  site
averages 2,340 mm; precipitation reache,s  a maximum
during late fall and early winter (November through
January). Winter months are usually mild, with air tem-
peratures ranging between -12’C  and 12’13 during January,
the coldest month.

Air temperatures at the  site weie  measured at a height
of 1.5 m above the ground with shielded thermistors.
Because this type of instrument is accurat:e,  these measure-
ments were considered reliable. Air temperatures during
the three rain-on-snow events remained a,bove  freezing,
averaging approximately 4.1’C  (table 1).

Dewpoint  temperatures were measured at the.  same
height above the ground as air temperatures with titb-
ium-chloride dewpoint hygrometers, and they averaged
2.1’C  during the three rain-on-snow events. However,
dewpoint temperatures were assumed to I% equal to air
temperatures whenever precipitation occurred. This is
equivalent to assuming that the relative humidity of air is
100 percent during precipitation, and this assumption
increased the simulated WAR by a minor amount.
Adjusted dewpoint temperatures averaged 4.o’C during
the three rain-on-snow events (table 1). Marks’ model
requires the input of vapor pressure as a measure of
humidity of the air instead of dewpoint temperature, so
vapor pressures were computed from the dewpoint and air
temperatures according to expressions summarized by
Brotsaert (1982, p. 42).

bucket  tin  gage ms fOo’  storage  rain gages,  As  discussed
previously, those d& a~ subject  to catch deficiencies of

UIMOWII m0Un%  although those deficiencies are  proba..
bly  smaller during rainfall than during  snowfall. fiecipi-
tation-density information was not available, but
15-minute interval  photographs  were available  to discn-
guish preCipitation  types.  The tiee Went.3  exhibited light
to moderate rainfall intensities over durations of a few
hours to two days. Rainfall intensities for the largest event
(A) averaged approximately 4.0 millimeters per hour
(mm he’)  and peaked at 6.1 mm he’.  Rainfall intensities
for event B averaged approximately 0.3 mm h-‘. with  peak
intensities less than  1 .O mm h-’  over a brief 5-boor  dun-
tion.  The rainfall intensity increased for event C, aver%-
ing 0.8 mm h-l, with a peak intensity of 1 S mm h-’
(table 1).

Wind speed in the clearcut was measured at a height
of 1.5 m above the ground with a Weathertronics
three-cup, low-threshold anemometer. The anemometer’s
threshold of accuracy is approximately 0.9 m s-‘,  but it
was found to be most reliable at wind speeds from
3-10  m s-‘.  Unfortunately, the  anemometer was relatively
insensitive to wind conditions prevailing at the site, where
speeds rarely exceeded 2 m s-‘.  The instrument frequentI)
recorded hourly wind speeds of 0 m s-‘,  which was highly
improbable even under calm conditions, since the site was
tocated  in a cleared area on an exposed mountain slope. A
factor of 0.9 m se’  was added to measured wind-speed data
to adjust for instrument threshold error. The adjusted wind
speeds were light, with a maximum of 3.3 m s.’  during
event A and average wind speeds for all three events rang-
ing from 1.7 to 2.1 m s-’  (table 1).

Incident solar radiation was measured with a LI-COR
pyranometer calibrated for cloudy conditions. Net solar
radiation at the study plot was computed by subtracting
estimated reflected solar radiation from the incident solar
radiation according to

R n, sol = (1 -WI,,,,  * (16)

where

a = albedo  (dimensionless),

ISO, = incident solar radiation (W II-*),

Retlected solar radiation is a function of the solar albedo
of the snowpack. Measuring the albedo of a snow surface
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EXPLANATtON
,,l).nc

ClearCUt  plot, logged in 1981
.._ .._____... H.J. Andrew Experimental

Fmst  boundary
- Road

Stream
-910 - Topographic  contour. in meters

above sea  weI;  contour
interval is 30  metas

Figure fJ.--LocatiOn  of the clearcut plot and data-collection site in the H.J. Andrews
Experimental Forest, Oregon (modified from Berris,1984).
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Event  A
(35hours)

Air temperature (“C) 0.9 7.0 4.5

Dewpoint  teqcrature  (“C)* 0.9 7.0 4.5

Precipitation (mm h-‘) 0.3 6.1 4.0

Wind speed (m  so’)* 1.6 3.3 2.1

Net solar radiation (W mu’)* 0.0 13.4 1.7

Incoming thermal radiation (W mu’)* 304.6 34,4.5 327.9

Event  B
1,51!o_ud

Air temperature (“C)

Dewpoint  temperature (“C)*

Precipitation (mm hi’)

Wind speed (m  s-l)*

Net solar  radiation (W nY’)*

Incoming thermal radiation (WIT-~)*

Air temperature (“C)

Dewpoint temperature (“C)*

Precipitation (mm hi’)

Wind speed  (m s-l)*

Net solar radiation (W rn->)*

Incoming thermal radiation (WIT-‘)*

3.3 6.2 5.0

0.0 6.2 3.3

0.0 I.0 0.3

1.1 2.3 1.8

11.4 83.3 4x.5

318.1 34~1.1 330. I

4.1 3.2

4.0 3.1

1.5 0.8

2.1 1.7

:!x.o 4.7

3:!6.9 321.4
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is difficult, even under controlled conditions, and it is not
possible at a remote, unattended site (Marks, 1988).
Detailed models of radiation transfer over  a snow surface
show that the spectral albedo of snow is determined by the
grain size and by the concentration of absorbing impurities
in the near-surface layer (Wiscomhe and Warren, 1980;
Warren and Wiscombe, 1980). The snow surface albedo is
generally larger in the visible portion of the  spectrum
(0.28-0.7  pm) and lower in the near-infrared (0.7-2.X bm).
The solar albedo, however, is generally expressed as an
integration of the retlectances  over visible and near-
infrared wavelengths and can range from 0.9 to 0.4
depending on snow conditions (Male and &anger, 1981).

The solar albedo at the H.J. Andrew  Experimental
Forest clearcut plot was estimated from a limited set of
measured reflectances made at an alpine site in the Sierra
Nevada under spring melt conditions (Marks and others,
1992). This estimation is valid because transient-
snow-zone snowpack conditions such as those at the
Andrew site are similar to those of an alpine snowpack
during spring melt. An estimated solar albedo of 0.7 was
derived from an integration of hourly measurements of
visible and near-infrared reflectances  obtained under
cloudy conditions at the alpine site. This value was
assumed to be constant throughout the two selected simu-
lation periods of the H.J. Andrew Experimental Forest
data.

Net solar radiation during the rain-on-snow events
was low, averaging only 18 W tV2, with peak values gen-
erally less than 80 W tt-* (table 1). The low net solar radi-
ation for went A was probably due to cloudy conditions
and a high estimate of snow-cover albedo. The low mag-
nitude of net solar radiation for events B and C was prima-
rily due to the  time of day in which these events occurred.
Solar radiation, however, is a difficult variable to measure
over snow under controlled conditions, and it is virtually
impossible to monitor over extended periods of time at
remote locations (Marks, 1988; Marks and others, 1992).
Therefore, the low magnitude of net solar radiation during
event A may also have been due, in part, to instrument
error resulting from improper sensor calibration or snow
or other obstructions on the sensor.

Incoming thermal radiation was not measured at the
study site. Instead, it was estimated from temperature and
humidity information using an approach developed by
Brutsaert (1975) and later modified by Marks and Dozier
(1979) for use in alpine areas. This method accounts for
variations in atmospheric emissivity with vapor pressure,
view  factor, and altitude, and has been found to compare
well with measured values during spring snowmelt condi-

tions in the Sierra Nevada. According to this method,
incoming thermal radiation, Ilw or thermal irradiance, is
estimated as

w h e r e

I,,c =

T =u
vr  =

T, =

thermal radiation received by the snowpack from
the sky, vegetation, and neighboring topography

w m-3,

atmospheric cmissivity (dimensionless),

&fan-Boltzmann  constant
(5.6697 x  10~’ W rn~’ K~4 ),

air temperature (K),

thermal view factor (dimensionless),

surrounding-terrain temperature (K);

and the atmospheric emissivity, E<‘,  is estimated according
to

w h e r e

PO ’ :  altitude-corrected vapor pressure in pascals  (Pa).

To’ = altitude-corrected air temperature (K),

PO = measured vapor pressure (Pa),

Cf = cloud-cor+cction  factor (dimcnsionlcss).

Cloud cover can significantly increase  thermal irradiance
over a snow surface because of the large absorption and
emissivity of clouds in the thermal portion of the
spectrum. Because the measurement plot was
characterized by predominantly low cloud cover, clear-sky
thermal irradiance estimates were adjusted using a
cloud-correction factor, Cf, which represents the ratio
between thermal irradiances under clear and cloudy
conditions. This factor was derived from thermal
irradiance measurements at the same alpine site in the
Sierra Nevada used to estimate  the  solar albcdo,  and it was
estimated to be approximately I .34 (Marks and others,
1992).

Thermal irradiance at a snow surCacc  is a function of
radiation from both the sky and the surrounding terrain.
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The thel-ma1  view factor, Vf, ranges from zero to one
and reprcscnts  the proportibn  of atmospheric thermal
irradiance. The  thcmmal  view factor was ~cslimated  to
be 0.6 based on site observations at the  H.J. Andrew
Experimental Forest tclcarcut  plot. The twnaining portion
of thermal in-adiance  was attributed to surrounding terrain
and forest vegetation and was assumed to he a black body
nt temperature, Tt  , equivalent  to the measured  air temper-
ature, T, Estimated thermal itradiance iaveraged  approx-
imately 324 W mu*  during rain-on-snow wents  and
exhibited little diurnal variation due to cloudy conditions
and low air and dewpoint  temperatures (mble I).

WAR was measured  by x lysimeter  ti-l;tt  consisted of a
scrics  of eight llat,  rcctanguler~  tiherglass-covcrcd  wooden
pans,  0.25 m2 in arc;,,  scattered throughout the  clearcut
plot and connected hy  buried plastic pipe to a tipping
bucket  gage.  The existence of multiple connected pans
helped in the collection ol”m”rc representative  WAR data
in the clcarcut plot, although measurement errors were still
suspected, BS described  previously.

Snowpack depth!;, densities, and liquid-water contents
wrc measured  at three  different times during the time
periods selected  for simulation (table 2). As described
above, however, the density and liquid~w:~te~-content  va-
ues  are suspect bccausc  imprecise method:; were used to
collect them

Construction of the Simulation Models

The energy-balance snowmelt model requires initial
estimates of several snowpack properties in order to cffcc-
tivcly simulate snow accumulation and melt at 3  point.
These estimates v.we derived from measured snowpack
properties when possible, but most had to be estimated
hccause of a lack oCdctailed  or accurate measurements.

In the  model, all surface energy exchange between the
snowpack and the environment takes place in the active,
top layer of the  snowpack. This layer represents  the maxi-
mum depth of solar radiation penetration, which is vari-
able and depends on factors such as grain size and solar
zenith angle. The  depth of the active  layer has been found
to range from 0.1 to 0.2 m for deep  snowpacks under
spring melt conditions in the Sierra Nevada  (Marks and
others, 1992). For the purposes of this investigation the
initial snowpack active layer depth was set equal to 0. I m
(table 3). This choice of active layer depth, however,  did
not influence model estimates of snowpack properties
because mzasurcd solar radiation at the site was  low and
the  snowpack prolilc  remained at 0°C and under active
melt during rainfall events.

Initial snowpack depths at the  start of the February IO
and February 27 simulations were assumed  to be 0.5 m.
Observed snowp;xk  depths on February I I and 27 ~‘cre
about half the assumed  depths (table 2), but as  long as

Date

Snow Snow-
depth water
(milli- equivalent
meter) (millimeter)

Snow
density
(kilogram per
cubic meter)

02-l l-84 2 4 2 3 6 150 I.1
02- 12.84 67 I8 2 7 0 x.3
02-27-84 253 6 7 2 7 0 4.0

‘Defined as the proportion of the air  fraction of the snowpack that is taken up hy liquid vata.  ‘This definition
differs from that wxl by Berris (1984) :and  Berrir and Herr (19X7),  who defined it as  the proportion of the snow-wata
cquivelent  that exists as liquid ~‘ater.



Table 3.4nitial  model conditions and conditions assumed constant throughout the simulation periods

Variable Value

Initial conditions

Active-layer depth of the snowpack

Snowpack depth

Active-layer temperature of the snowpack

Lower-layer temperature of the snowpack

Liquid-water content of the snowpack’

Snowpack density

Height above the snowpack of instruments used to measure air
and dewpoint  temperatures and wind speed

0.1 meter

0.5 meter

0 degrees Celsius

0 degrees Celsius

1.7 percent

500 kilograms per cubic meter

1.0 meter

Maximum liquid-water content of the snowpack’

Snow-surface roughness length

Site elevation

Model run time step

Soil-temperature measurement depth

5 percent

0.003 meter

900 meters

I hour

0.5 meter

‘Liquid-water content is defined as the proportion of the air fraction of the snowpack that is taken up
by liquih water,

snow is on the ground during the simulation and in reality,
this discrepancy should not significantly affect the amount
of melt computed during the rain-on-snow events. Avail-
able snow-depth measurements indicated that the snow-
pack was generally shallow (co.5 m). existing under
average air temperatures of approximately 4-C. Initial
temperatures for both the active and lower snowpack lay-
ers were therefore assumed to be isothermal at O’C and
capable of producing melt (table 3).

The initial snowpack liquid-water content was
assumed to be 1.7 percent, a reasonable value for a” unsat-
urated snowpack. (Liquid-water content is defined as the
proportion of the air fraction of the snowpack that is taken
up by liquid water.) The maximum allowable liquid-water
content was assumed to be 5 percent (table 3), which is
roughly equal to maximum values observed during spring
melt in other snowpacks. If the density of the snowpack is
500 kg me3,  this corresponds to a liquid-water holding
capacity of about 23 kilograms per meter (kg m-l).  The
assumed initial and maximum liquid-water content values

are substantially lower than those reported by Ben%  and
Harr (1987). Some controversy exists about the liquid-
water holding capacity of a s”owcover,  but the volume of
liquid water held by a snowpack is probably relatively
small (Colbeck, 1978). In the simulations of snow accu-
mulation and melt, liquid-water saturation was reached
within one to two hours following the initiation of rainfall.

Physical properties of a snowpack such as thermal
conductivity, snow-water equivalent and air permeability
depend strongly on snow density. Snowpack densities
have been found to range from 65 kg W3  for new snow to
upwards of 650 kg “i3  for a ripe snowpack under active
melt (Marks and others, 1986; Male and Granger, 1981).
Available snowpack densities were calculated by weighing
a known volume of snow (table 2). Although this method
has been widely used, it is prone to error, especially when
a snowpack is shallow (like the snowpack under consider-
ation) or ice lenses are present. Snowpack densities
derived by this method during the entire 1983.84  winter in
the clearcut  ranged from 140 to 430 kg “Y3 and averaged
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Table 4.--Summa,y  of model-input vuriahles  and variable u.wmptions

IT,  dcgrccs  Celsius; K, degrees  kelvin; W m-‘, watt  per  square meter; m, meter; kg r~-~,  kilogram per cubic meter;
Pa, pascal; m s-‘, meter per sccondl

Input variable

,Air  temperature (:K)

Dewpoint tempcr:ature  (K)

Incoming thermal radiation (W map*)

Net solar radiation (W 6’)

Precipitation depth (m)

Precipitation temperature (K)

Precipitation type

Precipitation density (kg ni’)

Soil temperature (K)

vapor pressure (Pa)

Wind speed (m  s-‘)

Assumption

None, observed values used

Dewpoint  tcmpcratures  are assumed to be equal to air temperatures
when precipitation occurs (i.e., the relative humidity is assumed to bc
100 percent)

Computed as a function of observed air and dewpoint  temperatures
using equations 17 and 18

Computed  from observed incoming solar radiatiol~l  using equation 16
and by assuming an albedo  of 0.7

None, observed values  used

Equal to dewpilint temperature

Rain if precipitation temperature is greater than or equal to 0°C; snow or
rain-snow mixture if precipitation t.emperaturc  is less than 0°C

1,000 kg ni” if precipitation temperature is greater than or equal to 0°C;
700 kg m-’ if precipitation temperature is less than 0°C and greater than
-3°C; 350 kg tn.?  ilprecipitation temperature is less than or equal to
-3°C.

Constant at 273.16 K

Computed from  observed air and adjusted dewpoint  temperatures

Increased by 0.9 m so’  over measured values

280 kg nY3 (Berris and Hark,  1987). The average snow-
pack density measured during the largest rain-on-snow
event that winter wtu  210 kg tn.!  These values were
judged to be substant,ially  lower than expt:cted  for melt
conditions. As a result, reported snowpxk  densities for
the selected simulation periods were ignored, and a den-
sity of 500 kg r~-’  was  used to represent initial snowpack
conditions (table 3). To test this assumption, snow-
pack-profile density.mcasuretnents  were conducted near
the H.J. Andrew Experimental Forest sil:e during Febru-
ary 1994, under similar snow and climate: conditions. The
measurement technique used has more precise volume and
weight control (for example,  Elder and others,  1991) than
that used by Berris and Hat-r. Snowpack densities of
approximately 490 kg mm1  were measured, which seemed
to support the assumption of a higher snowpack density
than reported by Berris and Harr (1987).

The  snow-surface roughness length (z. ) is used  in the
calculation of convective  energy transfer. Over snow,
which is fairly smooth, z. ranges from 0.0001 to 0.005 tn.
If vcgctation  and local terrain features have  to be  consid-
ered, however, the value can bc much higher. The
snow-surface roughness parameter was set to a constant
0.003 m for the  model runs (table 3), as a typical value of
zO.  Because the  model runs were restricted to relatively
short time periods with a complete snow cover, the
assumption of a constant roughness value was valid.

Input variables required by the  model at each time
step to calculate the snowpack energy balance zre net  solar
and incoming thermal radiation, air temperature, vapor
pressure, and wind speed (table 4). These variables were
measured or estimated, as described previously.
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Input variables required at each time step  to calculate
the snowpack thermal and mass  properties are the precipi-
tation type,  depth, temperature, and density. Precipitation
depths  were measured; precipitation type, temperature,
and density were not measured, however, and had to he
estimated. Precipitation temperatures were assumed to be
equal to dewpoint  temperatures, and the type and density
were approximated on the basis of its assumed tempere-
tuc.  Precipitation was assumed to be rain if the dewpoint
temperature was greater than or equal to 0-C and to be
either snow or a rain-snow mixture if the dewpoint  tcm-
petaturc was less  than OYL  Rainfall densities were
assumed to he 1,000 kg nail.  Precipitation densities were
assumed to he 700 kg mob  for dewpoint  temperatures
between VC and -3-C (a rain-snow mixture) and
350 kg mm1  when dewpoint  temperatures were equal to 01
less than -3-C (snow only; table 4).

To simulate the conductive and diffusive hat  transfer
hctween  the snowpack and the ground, the temperature of
the soil and the effective thermal conductivitics  of the hot-
tom snow layer  and the soil arc needed. Measured soil
temperatures were close to VC,  and they were assumed
constant at O’C for the duration of the simulations. Effec-
tive thermal conductivities  of the  bottom snow layer  and
the soil were computed by the model (Marks, 1988).

The energy-balance model computes WAR (equiva-
lent to measured lysimeter outflow), snowmelt, snowpack
properties such as depth, snow-water equivalent,  liq-
uid-water content, and temperature, and the size of indi-
vidual energy terms  during each time step. The simulated
WAR, melt, evaporation, and the  relative contribution of
individual energy sources to generate snowmelt were vari.
ables  used  in this study (table 5).

Table 5.--Swnn~ar) of model-output
wuiuhles  used in this srudy

[W m-2> watt per square meter; mm, millimeter]

Mass-halancc information:

Evaporation (mm)
Melt (mm)
Water  available for runoff (WAR) (mm)

Energy-balance information:

Advective  heat (W m-*)
Conductive and diffusive heat (W 6*)
Latent heat (W m-*)
Net all-wave radiation (W m-*)
Sensible heat (W rn-*)
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Sources of Differences Between Observed and
Simulated Snowmelt

Roth the ability of mathematical models to accurately
rcprcscnt  hydrologic processes and the reliability of mea-
surcmcnts  used as input to the models into-educe  error in
the simulation results. Any time the physical world is rep-
resented by a mathematical model, simplifications and
assumptions about the real system introduce error and
limit the predicting ability of the model. ~However,  a
m;lthematical model is useful Tao  understand the relative
importance of various processes that influence the prcdic-
tion and thus to improve the understanding of the real
world.

Initial snowpack properties were assumed for the sim-
ulations because they were not reliably known. For this
reason alone, simulated snowpack properties cannot be
compared with observed  values.  The tim~ing  and general
pattern of simulated \VAR,  however,  can be compared
with observed values to the extent that the observations
can be trusted. WAR is defined as the amount of liquid
water that leaves the bottom of the  snowpack after the liq-
uid-water  holding capacity of the  snowpack has been
exceeded. The source of liquid water  is precipitation, con-
densation, and melt. Provided that all required hourly
model  inputs are known exactly during the  simulation,
then if the initial (assumed)  snow-water equivalent of the
snowpack is too small, the simulated snowpack may melt
entirely before the end of an event,  resulting in an under-
simulation of WAR. The  assumption of an  initial
snow-water equivalent of the snowpack that is too large,
however, is expected to have little effect on the simulated
WAR during an event, unless  this results ‘1” a snowpack
being available for melt at a time  when the real snowpack
has already disappeared. If the  assumed initial liquid-
water content of a snowpack is too low or if the assumed
maximum value is too high, some or all of  the  liquid water
may remain tied up in the snowpack during simulations
instead of becoming simulated WAR. Error in simulated
WAR is due not only to possible incorrecl.  initial condi-
tions, however, because error is also introduced by hourly
model inputs that may be incorrect or because the model is
not suitable.

The  reliability of measured variables t:hat  are input to
the energy-balance model varies dcpcnding  on the variable
type. Observed  hourly precipitation is frequently lower
than the true amount of precipitation because of catch de%
ciencies that increase as wind speed increases; catch de6
ciencics arc more scvcre  for snow than for rain.
According to Larson and Peck (1974),  when  wind speeds
reach  4.5 m s-‘,  the  catch deficiency is about 12 percent

for rain in a shielded or unshielded gage, 27 pcrccnt  fol
snow in a shielded gage, and 47 percent for snow in an
unshielded gage. For the data used  in this study, none of
the precipitation gagcs was shielded. Inaccurate prccipita-
tion measurcmcnts contribute significantly to error in sirn-
ulated  snowpack properties and lysimctcr outflow. Thcsc
errors arc compounded by the lack of knowledge of pre-
cipitation type,  composition, density, and temperature.

For modeling purposes, the precipitation type  is arhi-
trarily decided with respect  to a threshold temperature,
which remains constant for the  length  of the simulation.
Whenever the determination of rain versus snow is incor-
rect, however,  the simulation of the snowpack mass and
thermal properties and thus WAR are affcctcd. For cxam-
plc,  if precipitation is assumed to be snow when in fxt it
is predominantly rain, the simulal~ed  snowpack thickness
will be too great, and precipitation that should hc contrih-
uting to simulated WAR is instead tied up in the snow-
pack. The  extra thickness of the snowpack results in more
WAR at a later time when snowmelt conditions occur. If
precipitation is assumed to be rain when it is predom-
nantly  snow, the simulated snowpack thickness will be too
small, and precipitation that should he contributing to the
snowpack thickness instead is part of the simulated
WAR. The determination of precipitation type  can have  a
significant effect on the accuracy of simulated WAR. Dur-
ing rain on snow, however, dewpoint  temperatures are
generally sufficiently high so the  precipitation  type  is not
in doubt.

Errors in the estimation of snowfall densities and
rain-snow proportions substantially affect model-simu-
lated snowpack density, liquid-water storage,  melt, and
snow accumulation. However, focusing on relatively
short time  periods (5 days) with documcntcd  rain-on-
snow events minimizes cumulative model error  in simu-
lated mass and thermal snowpack properties. It is likely
that the estimation errors of precipitation propel-tics arc
especially significant during snowfall or mixed raiw
and-snow precipitation. The accuracies of model-simu-
lated snow accumulation and melt arc thcrcforc likely to
decrease over longer time periods without adequate prc-
cipitation information.

Errors in simulated snowpack propertics as a result of
net all-wave radiation can be significant. Those errors
would mostly result  from errors in the  estimation 01
incoming thermal radiation ratbcr  than  from errors in the
computed emitted thermal or net  solar radiation. Incom-
ing thermal radiation is estimated as a function of air tem-
perature, the degree of cloudiness, vegetation> and
topography. Air temperature is well known, hut cstimat-
ing the degree of cloudiness and the effects of vegetation
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and topography is difficult without measurements. Errors
due to thermal radiation emitted by the snowpack arc
small during melt conditions because the temperature of
the snowpack surface remains near  0-C. Errors due to the
estimation of net solar radiation should be minimal during
rain-on-snow events of interest (those with a high precipi-
tation) because extreme cloudiness reduces net solar radia-
tion to a minor source of energy to the snowpack.

Wind speed is an important variable to determine the
amount of turbulent-energy exchange between the air and
the snowpack. As described previously, wind-speed mca-
surcmcnts  were hampered by the high anemometer thrcsh-
old compared to the predominant wind speeds observed at
the site. In an attempt to compensate for instrument
threshold error, wind speeds were adjusted by adding a
factor of 0.9 m s-’  to actual measurements. In spite of

these adjustments, however, it is likely that wind measure-
ment error  contributes significantly to observed differ-
ences between simulated and measured snowpack runoff.

Simulation Results

Simulated and observed WAR compare reasonably
well for rain-on-snow events A, B, and C (fig. 9). The rca-
son for this, however, is that a large component of WAR is
precipitation itself. To better assess  the quality of the sim-
ulation, it is useful either to compare the simulated melt
(defined as the amount of water generated from melted ice
in the snowpack) and the difference between observed
WAR and precipitation in the form of rain (defined in this
report as excess runoffi or to compare the simulated and
observed excess runoff (fig 9. and table 6).

Table 6.4imulated  und observed water available for runoff (WAR), water availrrble  for runoff minus rain (excess
runoff), melt, and ratios between simulated and observed values for rain-on-snow events  A, B,  C,  and the entire
simulation period

Observed
(millimeter)

Simulated
divided by
ohserved

185.0 0.83

44.0 0.30

‘44.0 0.48

7.0 0.83

5.5 0.78

‘5.5 0.75

Variable type

W A R

WAR minus rain (excess  runoff)

Melt

W A R

WAR minus rain (excess runoff)

Melt

Simulated
(millimeter)

Event A
135 hours)

154.1

13.1

21.1

Event  B
(5

5.8

4.3

4.1

Event C
[I9h o u r s )

W A R 19.4 30.8 0.63

WAR minus rain (excess runoff) 4.4 15.8 0.28

Melt 4.2 ‘15.8 0.27

Total simulated period
(240 hours)

W A R 204.0 278.5 0.73

WAR minus rain (excess runoff] 13.3 X7.8 0.15

Melt 80.4 ‘87.8 0.92

‘Values are  assumed equal to WAR minus rain because they arc not measured. Melt is similar to WAR minus
rain, except that it does not include effects from evapotranspiration,  condensation, and liquid-water storage in the
snowpack (see text).
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Figure B.--Simulated and observed water available for runoff (WAR), simulated melt, and observed
water available for runoff minus rain (excess runoff). A, 6,  and C  denote rain-on-snow events
discussed in the text.
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b

Excess  nmc’fi  (WAR P,

Change in snow-water
equivalent (ASWE)

TIME, DIMENSIONLESS

Figure lo.--Schematic  magnitude and timing of water available for runoff (WAR), water
available for runoff minus precipitation (excess runoff), and change in snow-water
equivalent and their relation to melt, precipitation, condensation, and percent liquid-water
content of the snowpack during rain-on-snow events. Time=t,  represents the time at which
the unsaturated snowpack has reached liquid-water saturation.
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The difference hetwccn  WAR and precipitation, 1’ ,
may he expressed  as

where val-iuhles  not previously  defined arc

EV = cvnporation  or  condensation (mm),

ASWE  = change in snow-water  equivalent (mm).

A positive  value of EV is defined as the addition of mass
to the  snowpack (that is, condensation), and a positive
value of ASWE  is delincd as  a decrease  in the snow-water
equivalent. During rain on snow, co”dens:rtion  usually
only accounts for a small fraction of the mzs  balance of a
snowpack. For the simulation periods, El’ was zero at all
times except for one hour, when it was 0.) “IILL  This
condensation represents  less  than 0.8 percent of the total
decrease in snow-water  equivalent (ASWE)  si”ntlated
during the same tilne period As will he dsmonstrated
later  in the report,  condensation can bc  more significant
for climate conditions diffcrcnt from those ohservcd
during the simulation periods. Even the”,  however,
condensation reprcsenrs  only a small fraction of  the tote1
water  balance.

Both obscrvcd  and simulated excess  runolf(  WAR  - P
in equation 19) can be either negative  or positive. Excess
runoff for a given hour is negative when it is raining but
the  liquid-water holditlg capacity of the snowpack has not
been rcached  (time < t,  in fig. IO).  During such hours, the
snow-water equivalent of the snowpack ~nc~~~ses.  Excess
runoff becomes positive onw the liquid-water holding
capacity of the snowpack has been reached. The
snow-water equivalent of the snowpack will begin to
decrease at that time. (For simplicity, melt and the change
in snow-water equivalent  after saturation have been
assumed to he  the same in fig. 10. I” reality. the  change in
snow-water equivalent  would hc  slightly larger than the
melt, hecausc liquid water that was held in storage by the
m&cd  portion ol the snowpack also runs off.) The total
excess  runoff could be negative for an entire event  if the
available liquid-water holding capacity of 11-x  snowpack is
greater  than the sum of precipitation and melt. However,
during large rain-on-snow events in the transient-snow
zone, the total excess runoff will usually be positive
hecausc snowpacks will already he “rar satul-atio”  at the
start of an event  and prccipitatio” and melt will quickly
saturate rhc snowpack.

The rragnitude of excess runofC  depetlds  on the
amount of liquid w&r that the  snowpack au, store, hut
the  magnitude ofmelt  is essentially independent  from  this.
This also “vx~x  that “lelt  is independent  from  the
assunxd  initial liquid-water content  of the  simuhaxl
snowpack, and melt  could he considered “s the nxw.imum
atnount  of  runof’f  that can occur during a rain-on-snow
event.  Trcatlng  melt as such, however,  ignores condensate
and liquid water  that is held in storage  by the  melted par-
tion  of the snowpack. Because  the  ignored sources of liq-
uid water  are usu~dly  smaller than the availahlc  liquid-
water holding capacity of the  snowpack, melt  will usually
cxceed excess  runoff. When it does not exceed cxccss
runofC,  the diCCcre”ce  between  the two variables is s”lall.

At the start  ol‘cach  S-day sinudation,  the  actual liq
uid-water  content  of the snowpack was not  know”, hut for
the simularions  it was assumed  that the snowpack was  not
l’ully saturated.  However,  at the stat  of each rein-on-snow
event within each S-day simulation period, it was pw
sumed  that the  actual snowpack was  fully saturated. Thus,
the accuracy of the simulatiorls was  assessed  by compar-
ing simulated melt and observed  excess  runoff rather than
simulated excess runoff and observed excess  runoff. The
discussion of the  H.J. Andrew  Experi”x”tal  Forest  sinu-
lations  will focus on the comparison of simulated melt and
ohservcd  excess runoff in the remainder of this rcpol-t.
Simulated excess  runoff is also reported,  however,  to dcm-
onstrate  how the particular set of assumed antecedent
snowpack conditions influenced  the  n”~~u”t  of si”rulatcd
cxce.ss  runoff.

Simulated melt  does not match obserxd  cxcesc  ruw
off  as closely  as do simulated and ohscrved  WAR during
the  rain-on-snow e,vc”ts  (fig. 9). This is also  illustrated hy
the smaller ratios of simulated to observed values for melt
compared to those for WAR during the sa~ne  rinlc periods
(table 6). To compute this ratio for simulated and
ohserved  melt,  it was  assumed  that observed melt was the
same as observed excess  runoif because melt was  not  mea-
sured. As stated previously, the txxso” for the poorer
match between simulated and assumed melt colnparcd  to
silnulated  and ohswved  WAR is that a large  component  of
WAR is precipitation itself. For events A, 13,  and C, rain
constituted  16, 21, and 49 percat  of the ohserved  WAR;
respectively. For all three events and the entire simulation
periods, the observed  excess runoff was greater than  either
the  simulated excess  runofS  or the Imelt.

The  simulation of the three rain-on-snow evcnrs  dem-
onstratcs  that the  model  is behaving as expected  The tirn-
ing al  simulated melt generally agreed with the  tilrring  of
observed CXC~SS  runoff (fig. Y), hut the magnitudes oi sin]-
&ted  and observed values agreed poorly (table 6). Not



too much importance can bc placed on this poor match,
however, because only two 5.day periods were simulated,
and only one of the three rain-on-snow events during that
time (event A) was of a significant size. It is difficult to
attribute differences in magnitude between simulated and
observed values to any single factor. Large differences are
most  likely due to one or more measurement and estima-
tion errors involving precipitatjon depth  and density, wind
speed, radiation, and observed WAR.

The rate of snowmelt is a function of the condition of
the snowpack and the energy exchange between the snow
surface and the atmosphere, as defined by equation 1.
Simulated energy exchanges that took place along the
snow surface are summarized below for the entire simula-
tion periods and individual rain-on-snow events (fig. 11
and table 7).

During the events, the simulated snowpack was ther-
modynamically active and isothermal at O~C. Light winds,
humid conditions and above-freezing air temperatures
resulted in a small net transfer of energy to the snowpack

Table ‘I.--Simulared  melt, simulated wafer available for runoff (WAR) minus rain (excess runoffj,  and the relative
contribution of energy rerms  to the simulated meltfor  different simulation periods

[mm, millimeter]

Simulation Melt
period (mm)

0000  02-12-84
through

1000 02-13-84 21.1

1300 02-28-84
through

1700 02-28-84 4.1

1700 02-29-84
through

1100 03-01-84 4.2

0100 02-10-84
through

2400 02-14-84
a n d 80.4

1000 02-27-84
through

0900 03-03-84

W A R Percent contribution to simulated melt of
m i n u s  - -
rain N e t N e t Net Sens- Turbu-
(IXCtX solar thermal all-wave ible Latent lent
runoff) radiation radiation radiation heat  heat heat

(mm) ( 51, .snl ) (‘I,“) (Rn) (‘f) (LvE)  (“+L$)

&J&4

Advec-
tive
heat

(Ml

13.1 3.1 21.3 24.4 25.1 25.4 50.5 25.1

Event

4.3 63.9 18.6 82.5

Event

4.4 23.1 27.3 50.4

Total simulation “eriod

9.2 5.9 15.1 2.4

18.6 17.1 35.7 14.0

13.3 71.4 -7.4 64.0 19.6 7.7 27.3 8.8
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F igu re  I l . - -S imu la ted  ene rgy  exchanges  a long  ine  snowpack sur face.  A.  B,  and C d e n o t e
ra in-on-snow events discussssd in  t he  t ex t .
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and small bul  fairly continuous rates of melt.  Total simu-
lated melt for events  A, B, and C, was 21.1, 4.1, and 4.2
mm, respectively; the average  rate of melt ranged from 0.2
to 0.8 mm h.‘. These rates were generally independent of
the intensity and duration of the rainfall. Instead, they
were strongly dependent on the  sum of the net all-wave
radiation and turbulent~energy  exchange (sensible and
latent heat). Because this sum was typically small, the rate
of snowmelt was relatively low. Even so, the sum of net
all-wave radiation and turbulent-energy exchange was
responsible for a dominant 15,98, and 86 percent of melt
for events A, B, and C, respectively. Turbulent-energy
exchange provided 51 percent of the energy  that led to
snowmelt during the largest of the three events.

The simulated maximum hourly net all-wave radia-
tion was 37.9, 97.7, and 39.0 W m-’ for events A, B, and
C, respectively, and averaged only 13.7, 62.7, and
10.3 WIT?.  The net all-wave radiation was small but
positive during the selected  events, indicating a net trans-
fer of energy to the  snowpack. Thermal radiation emitted
by the snowpack was approximately 316 W II-’  and was
constant during rainfall events because the snowpack sur-
face temperature remained at 0-C. These conditions
resulted in low, average hourly, net thermal radiation YBIL
“es of 12.0, 14.1, and 5.6 W m-’ for events A; B, and C,
respectively. This is equivalent to 87, 23, and 54 percent
of the net all-wave radiation for the events.

The contribution of advective  heat of precipitation to
the total melt during these events increased with the inten-
sity of rainfall. It accounted for 25, 2, and 14 percent of
the melt for events A, B, and C, respectively. Except for
evenf  A-the only simulated rain-on-snow eveni  previ-
ously  identified as such (Berris  and Han;  1987)-snow-
melt due to advective  heat was generally small compared
to the sum of net all-wave radiation and turbulent-energy
exchanges.

Simulated energy transfer  by conduction and diffu-
sion between the soil and the snowpack was insignifi-
cantly small. Soil temperatures were assumed to be O’C,
and snowpack temperatures generally remained near  O’C
during the simulations. The resulting small temperature
differences and Ihe  low thermal conductivity of snow were
responsible for the low energy transfer between the soil
and the snowpack. During the  rain-on-snow events, rain-
fall did not  freeze within the snowpack because snow tern-

peratures  were at O*C. This resulted in rapid runoff as the
liquid-water holding capacity of the snowpack was typi-
cally attained within one 10  two hours following the begin-
ning of rainfall. These results are supported by findings of
Conway and Benedict (19941,  who monitored rainfall
infiltration into a maritime snowpack using a matrix of
thcnnistors.

These simulations show that  the model behaved as
expected. Traditional calibration (matching simulated and
observed WAR and snou,pack  prop&es)  had no meaning
in this case and was not attempted. Instead, the model  was
used to perform a sensitivity analysis to examine the rela-
tive importance of various snowmelt processes during rain
on  snow.

Sensitivity Analysis

Model inputs of solar radiation, precipitation, air tem-
perature, and wind speed were increased to evaluate the
individual effects of each variable on the generation of
snowmelt. The two 5.day  periods that were previously
simulated using observed conditions (also referred to as
base conditions) were simulated again with systematically
adjusted input variables. At the start of each simulation,
snowpack conditions were assumed to be identical to base
conditions (table 3).

Net Solar Radiation

Net solar radiation, R,, ro,  , is an important energy

source lo generate sno\;melt under clear-sky conditions,
but not usually under rain-on-snow conditions. The
estimated net solar radiation during the  largest
rain-on-snow event (event A) was small because the
measured incoming solar radiation was small. The
estimated net solar radiation averaged I .7 W K2 for the,
duration of the event (assuming a solar albedo of 0.7).
Although the low value of solar radiation could have
resulted  from the extreme cloudiness that must have been
present during the event,  low incoming solar radiation
measurements  may also  have been due, at least in part, to
shielding of the sensor by snow or some other obstruction.
Hourly net solar radiation values calculated for a less
cloudy February day with no precipitation and assuming
an identical solar albedo of 0.7 ranged from 0 to
126  W II-~  and averaged approximately 15.4 W &.
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Thcsc values  are ahout  nine times larger  ttlan  the average

net solar radiation values  for event A. As part of the

sensitivity analysis, snowmelt  was simulated  during event

A (Ising an adjusted solar radiation, R,,, ,~oI,  i,dj, so
that the mean hourly ncI solar radiation during the event

was incrcascd  from I .‘l  to 15.4 W ni2.  All other variables

were kept  the same.

Snowmclt  simulations of went  A using I~he  adjusted

solar-radiation values  increased the toGd  melt  during the

event  by 5.2 mm over base conditions to Zlh.3  mm

(tahlc  8). This represents an increase in snowmelt  of

25 percent. The relative contribution of MI  solar radiation

to generating  melt increased  Srom  3 to 22 percent, and it

reduced the relative contributions of sensible,  latent, and

adveativc  hear as a result (H / L,,E  , and M , rcspe~crively).

Precipitation

The  three rain-on-snow event  .selectcd  for simulation

provided a wide rang,:  of deplhs  of prccipiration,  from

light rainfall (event B, average precipitation 0.3 mm h-‘)

to bcavy  rainfall (event A, average precipitation

4.0 mm hi’).  Observed precipitation rata  were doubled

( i,‘,’ x 2 ) Sor the simulation of events A, 13,  and C to

RSSCSS  snowmclt  responses under a wider  range of rainfall

conditions. All other variahlcs were kcpc  Ihe same.

Doubled precipitation rates generated total rainfall

depths of 280.0, 3.0, and 30.4 mm ior events A, B, and C,

rcspcctively.  This renltcd  in small increases  in simulated

melt OYW  base  conditions for evcnl B (0.~1  mm, or

2 percent) and event C (0.5 mm, or I2  percent;  fig. 12 and

table 8). The incrcasz  was more signiticent  for event A-

5.6 mm, or 21 percent over base conditio:ns. The relative

contribution ofadvectivc  heat to snowmelt  generation, M ,

increased hy 6O,Y2,  and 75 pcrcent  forcvents  A, B, and C,

respectively,  to 40, 5;  and 25 percent  of the total contrihu-

tion to snowmelt.  Even though increased  snowmelt

occurred,  it did not lead to an ;ncrcasc in simuhued excess

runoff during event C; instead, the liquid~~watcr  content of

the snowpack increawd.  Net radiation and turhulcn-

energy cnchange  (R,,  and H -1  L\,E , respectively)

remained  the dominant energy  sources controlling snow-

mcli  for events B and C. For event  A, ad~:ective  heat

hecamc equally important as turbulent hc:i~l  as x conlribu-

tar  to snowmelt.

Tire  amount  ofencrgy  imparted to a snowpack by

rainfall dcpcnds  on [he amount of precip:liation  and the

temperature  differexc  betwccn the snowpack and precipi-

tation (equation 14). On average,  temperature  diffcrcnces

between rainfall and a snowpack do not exceed  5-C  in a

transient-snow nmc  because  the snowpack is usually iso-

thermal a  0-C  and the average rainfall tcmperaturcs  are

less than 5-C.  This means that 10  mm of rainfall at a tcm-

peraturc oi 5-C  on a ripe snowpack would  impart only

enough energy  to product  0.6 mm of snowmelt. This

computation illustrates that advcction  has a minor impact

on snowmelt  under normal rainfall conditions and

hccomes an imporlant  factor only during heavy  rainfall, as

during event A.

Air Temperature

Temperature  effects on snowmelt  wcrc  evaluated hy

increasing the measured air temperatures  hy 2~C

( T,, + 2 ). Vapor pressures  and dewpoint  ternpew

turcs  were recomputed by assuming that relatiw

humidities had nol~  changed, which resulted in increased

vapor pressures  and dcwpoint temperatures. Because the

temperature  of precipitation was assumed  equal to the

dewpoint  temperarum,  the temperature of precipilaliotl

increased also. Precipitation densities were rccomputcd

using the new pret:ipitation-tempt:raturc  data, and

incoming thermal radiation was rwalculated  at  each  time

step according to the adjusted air temperatures.  Solar

radiation, depth ofprecipitation,  and wind speed were  kept

the same.

With  higher iair  ~emperaturcs, simulated snowmelt

increased for cvcnls  A, 13,  and C by I I .O, 0.X, and 3.6 mm

over base conditions, respectively, to 32.1, 4.9, and

7.X mm  (fig. 12  and  table 8). These  increases arc equiva-

lent to increases of 52,20,  and 86 percent over base condi-

tions. The melt increases wcrc  due to increases  both  in

incoming thermal  radiation and in turbulent heat. Gener-

ally, howcvcr. the increase in net thermal  radiation was

twice  the increase  in turbulenl  heat. The avcrage net thcr-

mal  radiation at the snow surf&e  for wcnts  A, B, and C,

‘1,s.  -VT:, 0 ’ increased by 108, 76, and 188 percent,

to X0,24.8,  and  16.1 W n-? Higher air tcmperaturc  and

specific humidity &radients  increased the avenge

turbulent energy flux to the surfxe  during the events hy

22,49,  and 69 percent  for events A, B, and C. respectively,

to 34.6, 17. I, and 12.3 W ,I?.

The efSects  of increased temperature  and specific

humidity gradients on censiblc and latent cncrgy  exchange

were minimized  as a result  of observed wind speeds that

wcrc  small during the simulation period. A simultaneous

increase  in wind speed  would have produced a signilicant

increase  in snowmelt,  as described helow. As a result of

increased dewpolni  temperarures,  melt from advcctive

heat, M increased by 70 30, and 64 percent  to 9.0, 0.13.

and 1.0 mm Sor events A, B, and C, rcspectivcly.
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Table S.--Simulated melt, simulated wafer available for runoff (WAR) minus rain (excess runoff),  and the relative
contribution of energ)' terms  to the simulated meltfor  d#erent  model inputs andfor  different simulation periods

[mm, millimeter]

Type of
input
conditions’

W A R
minus
rain
(WXSS

M e l t  runof

(mm)  (mm)

b a s e

Rn.  sol, ad]

?v x 2

To  + 2
ux4

ux6

Ta  + 2:  u  x 4

21.1 13.1 3.1

26.3 18.3 22.0

26.7 17.8 2.5

32 .1  36 .6 2.0

87.3 88.3 0.7

129.6 134.8 0.5

161.1 177.0 0.4

b a s e

$p  x 2
T, + 2

ux4

UX6

To+2,ux4

4.1 4.3 63.9

4.2 4.5 62.4

4.9 5.3 52.2

10.2 10.9 25.8

14.5 15.6 18.0

13.3 14.4 19.6

b a s e 4.2 4.4 23.1

=,Jp x  2 4.7 4.4 20.2

T, + 2 7.8 7.9 12.5

ux4 19.3 20.8 5.0

UX6 29 .6  31 .7 3.3

Tai2,ux4 30 .5  32 .6 3.2

N e t N e t N e t Sens- Turbu- Advec-
solar thermal all-wave ible Latent lent tive
radiation radiation radiation heat  heat h e a t heat

( 4, sol  ) (‘I,”  ) (&I (HI  (&El  (ff+q) CM)

Percent contribution to simulated melt of

--
Event A

L35hours>

21.3 24.4

17.1 39. I

17.0 19.5

29.4 31.4

5.2 5.9

3.5 4.0

5.9 6.3

Event  B
( 5

18.6 82.5

18.2 80.6

26.7 78.9

7.5 33.3

5.3 23.3

10.0 29.6

Event C
(19 hours)

27.3 50.4

24.0 44.2

42.6 55.1

5.9 10.9

3.8 7.1

10.8 14.0

25.1 25.4 50.5 25.1

20.2 20.4 40.6 20.2

20.1 20.3 40.4 40.2

19.5 21.1 40.6 28.0

55.9 32.1 88.0 6.1

58.3 33.6 91.9 4.1

42.2 45.7 88.1 5.6

9.2 5.9 15.1 2.4

9.0 5.7 14.7 4.6

10.4 8.0 18.4 2.7

40.5 25.2 65.7 1.0

46.6 29.4 76.0 0.7

39.6 29.9 69.5 1.0

18.6 17.1 35.7 14.0

16.3 15.0 31.3 24.5

16.3 16.2 32.5 12.4

44.8 41.3 86.1 3.0

47.3 43.6 90.9 2.0

41.5 41.4 82.9 3.2

‘As explained in the text, input condition R n,sol.  ndj means that the solar radiation is changed with respect to

base conditions; z,,,, x 2 means that the precipitation rates  are doubled; T, + 2 means that the air temperatures are

increased by 2 degrees Celsius; u  x  4 and u  x  6 mea” that the wind speeds arc  multiplied by 4 and 6, respectively; and

T, + 2, u  x4 means that both the air temperatures are increased by 2 degrees Celsius and the wind speeds are

multiplied by 4.
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Figure 12.~-Simulated melt for base conditions, increased precipitation (+,x2),  incre?sed air
temperature (T,,+2),  increased wind speeds (ux4 arld  1~x6).  and combined increased a!r temperatures
and wind speeds (T,,+2,  ~4).  A, f3,  and C denote rain-on-snow events discussed in the text.
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Increased precipitation temperatures significantly
enhanced the already significant ability of rainfall to affect
snowmelt for event A. For the events with less  rain (B and
C), the overall effect of advection  remained small con-
pared to the sum of net all-wave radiation and turbulent
heat exchanges.

Wind Speed

Wind can strongly affect snowmelt processes by rcgu-
lating  the amount of convection over the snow surface and
thus the amount of melt occurring from condensation.
Wind speeds (adjusted for instrument threshold) were gen-
erally low during the simulated rain-on-snow events, aver-
agmg from 1.7 to 2.1 m s-‘.  To determine the effects of
wind on melt, u,ind  speeds were multiplied by factors of
four and six to evaluate snowmelt processes under moder-
ate  and stronger wind conditions. All other variables were
kept the  same.

Hourly wind speeds multiplied by four ( u  x 4 )
resulted in mean  wind speeds of 8.4, 7.2, and 6.8 m 3~’  fat-
events A, B, and C, respectively; hourly wind speeds mul-
tiplied by six ( II x 6 ) resulted in mean wind speeds of
12.6, 10.8, and 10.2 m s-‘.  A four-fold increase in wind
speed resulted in an increase in snowmelt of 66.2, 6.1, and
15.1 mm for events A, B, and C, to 87.3, 10.2, and
19.3 mm (2.5,2.0,  and 1.0 mm hi’) (fig.  12 and table 8).
This represents an increase of 314, 149, and 360 percent
over base conditions for the three events. Enhanced rates
of snowmelt were produced by a marked increase in sur-
face convection in which the melt from turbulent heat,
H + LvE  , increased by 621, 982, and 1,008 percent over
base conditions for events A, B, and C. Turbulent heat
provided a dominant 88,66,  and X6 percent of the energy
input to the snowpack. The sensible heat contributed 64,
62, and 52 percent of the turbulent  heat for events A, B,
and C. A six-fold increase in wind speeds produced even
larger increases in snowmelt over  base conditions, result-
trig in an increase in total melt of 108.5, 10.4, and
25.4 mm for events A, B, and C, to 129.6, 14.5, and
29.6 mm (3.7, 2.9, and 1.6 mm h-‘) (fig. 12 and table 8).
This represents an increase of 514,254, and 605 percent

over  base  conditions for the three events. The melt con-
tributed by turbulent heat, H + L”E  , increased hy 1,018,
1,680, and 1,695 yercent  for events A, B, and C, respec-
tively. Turbulent heat provided B  dominant 92, 76, and
91 percent of the energy input to the snowpack. In
response to four- and six-fold increases in wind speed, the
amount of condensation onto the snowpack increased by
3.3 and 5.0 mm for event  A, by 0.4 and 0.5 mm for
event  B, and by 0.8 and 1.8 mm for event C uver  base  con-
ditions (table 9). The simulated condensation represents
between 3 and 6 percent  of the simulatcd melt.

Table 9..-Simulated  cmdemurion  for different model
inputs  andfor different simulution  periods

[N/A; not applicable]

Type of input Event A Event B Event C
conditions’ (35 hours) ( 5  hours) (19 hours)

Simulated condensation
imillimeter)

0.1 0.0 0.0

0.1 N/A N / A

0.1 0.0 0.0

0.2 0.0 0.0

3.4 0.4 0.8

5.1 0.5 I.8

8.5 0.5 1.7

‘As explained in the text, input condition
R

il. 501, udj means that the solar radiation is changed

with respect to base conditions; z,,,> x 2 means that the
precipitation rates are  doubled; T, + 2 means  that the air
temperatures are increased by 2 degrees Celsius; II x 4
and u  x 6 mean that the wind speeds are multiplied by 4
and 6, respectively; and T, + 2, u  x 4 means that both
the air temperatures are increased by 2 degrees Celsius
and the wind speeds are multiplied by 4.
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Air Temperatut%  and Wind Speegd  Combined

The comhincd effects  of  increased  air tcmpcrature
and wind speed  were: investigated by simulating the three
miwm-snou’  events  with air ~cmperaturcs  increased by
2°C and wind speeds multiplied by four /:  Ts,  + 2, LI x 4).
All other  variables wcrc kept the same.  ‘This combination
rcsuited  in an  incrcnsc  in snowmcll aver base conditions
of 140.0,9.2.  and 26.3 mm for cvcnts  A, :B.  and C, respec-
tivcly,  10  16 I. I, 13.3, and 30.5 mm (fig.  I2 and table 8).
This is equivalent  1o  an increase of 664, ‘224, and
626 pcrccnr  over bare conditions for cvcnts  A, 13,  and C,
or an  incrcasc  of 56, 4, and I I percent of the  total
snow-WRICT  equivalent assumed at the surt  of the simula-
lion (which was 250 mm). Mch  from twbulcnt ha,
Fl+ L,>E  , contributed  a dominant 88, 70,  and 83 percent
or  the  loial  snowmelt.  This represented  Iproportional
mcreaes  in turbulent-heat induced  melt of 1,230, 1,430,
and 1,590 percent  aver base  conditions for events  A, B,
and C. The  large rei:ponsc  of .snowmelt  ‘10  convection sur-
passed the  increase in snowmclt due to irxrcascd net
all-wave radiarion,  I? , and advcctive  ht::.& IM Net
all-wauc radiation ac&ounted  for 6, 30, and 14 percent of
the total  melt  under warmer, windier conditions, and
advcction  accounted for 6, I, and 3 pcrccnt  of the total
snowmelt for cvcnts  A, B, and C. In response to the  com-
hincd  increase in air temperatures and wind speeds, the
amount oi’condcnsa~ion  onto  the  snowpack increescd  by
8.4, 0.5, and 1 .I mm for events A, B, and  C over  base  con-
ditions (table:  9). The sirnulaied  condensation rcprcsents
between  4 and 6 percent of the simulated melt.

Discussion of Simulation Results and
Sensitivity Analysis

The  prwious  analyses of  two  S-day  periods of snow
accumulation and melt  in the H.J. Androws  Experimental
Forest demonstrate l,hat  Marks’ model accurately prcdice
the  Liming of ~nowmclt gcncralion  during rain on snox,.
However, the depth of simulated melt was consistently

lower than lhc  depth of observed cxccss  runoft:  fix  the
three events, simulated melt ranged from 21 ro 15 percent
of observed exwis runoff. This relatively poor agreement
between simulated  snowmelt and ohservcd  excess  runoff
was atlributed  to a lack of reliable data, such as pl-ecipita-
tlon  type, density,  and depth, wind speed,  incoming thcr-
mal  radiation, and WAR ralhcr than to shortcomings in
Marks’ model. Considering  the limitations of ihe  avail-
able data, the model appcarcd  to perform reasonably well.
allhough  the model remains unwllidated  for rain-on-snow
conditions in a transient-snow zone. In a previous study,
Marks‘ model  was  shown to perform well when simulat-
ing snow accumulation and melt for a deep, cold snow
pack in the  Sierra  Nevada (Marks, 1988; Marks and
Dozier, 1992).

The scnsilivity  of WAR to diffcrcnt  climate condi-
tions during rain on snow  was waluaccd by systema~icall)
changing input ~II-iablcs  during the two j-day  simulat&
periods and hy computing the  resulting changes in simu-
lated snowmelt and cncrgy  inputs  to the  snowpack during
three rain-on-snow cvcnts.  The analysis showed that
snowmelt is most  sensitive to changes in wind speed and
air ternpwatwe and  less so to changes  in depth of prccipi~~
tation.  Wind speed and differences in rernperaturc  and
spccitic  humidity becwccn  the snow surface  and the atmo-
sphere determine the degree of turbulent-energy cxctrange
that takes  place  between the  snowpack and the air. During
significant rain-on-snow events,  turhuienc-energy
exchange  is the dominant energy input  to the snowpack
responsible fur gcncrating  melt. Changes in air tcmpera-
ture affect the  amount of incoming thermal  radiation to the
snowpack, which is also an important energy source dur-
ing r&n  on snow. Net solar radiation is a minor source  of
energy during significant rain-on-snow evcn~s  because
cxlrerne cloudiness limits penetration of this radiation.
During exrremc  rain-on-snow conditions (that is,  strong
winds and high air temperatures), simulations  indicated
WAR may he gl-eetcr  than precipitation plus snowmclt h)
up t”  6 percent  of the snowmelt depth  because  of cenden-
salion  of warer  vapor on10  rhe snowpack.
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GENERATION OF LONG-TERM
CLIMATE DATA FOR THE WESTERN
CASCADE RANGE

To determine the possible range of WAR that may be
generated during rain on snow in a typical clearcut  forest
opening in the transient-snow zone ofthe  western Cascade
Range, Marks’ model was applied to 24.hour presumed
rainstorms extracted from the historical climate data for
two NWS stations in Washington. Based on theoretical
considerations, WAR is thought to be greater in forest
openings than in forest stands; for this reason, the simu-
lated range in WAR for a typical clearcut  forest opening
can be used for worst-case-scenario planning. The use of
Marks’ model assumes that the model accurately simu-
lates the magnitude of WAR for the transient-snow zone,
even though this could not be validated in this study, as
discussed previously. However, because the model is
physically based and because it was validated in a study of
a deep, cold snowpack in the Sierra Nevada (Marks, 1988;
Marks and Dozier, 1992), the assumption was made that it
was valid to use the model to simulate possible ranges of
WAR in the transient-snow zone of the western Cascade
Range.

Data needed for the 24.hour simulations are hourly
values of depth of precipitation, air temperature, dewpoint
temperature, wind speed, and solar radiation. Such hourly
historical meteorological records, however, are available
only at First Order NWS stations that are located at alti-
tudes above or below the transient-snow zone in Washing-
ton. There are NWS stations located in the transient-snow
zone, but they collect only precipitation on an hourly basis
(Cooperative Stations). The hourly precipitation time
series of two of these in western Washington were cor-
rected and expanded by incorporation of data from other
NWS stations in the region. To complete the required data
sets at each site, synthetic time series for dewpoint  temper-
ature, air temperature, solar radiation, and wind speed
were either computed or assumed.

Available Data

Cooperative Stations in the transient-snow zone
selected for representative rainstorm analyses are Cedar
Lake at an altitude of 416 m--near the bottom of the tran-
sient-snow zone--and Snoqualmie Pass at 921 m--near
the top of the transient-snow zone (fig. 13). At these sites,
hourly depth of precipitation has been recorded since 1953
and 1948, respectively; daily temperature extremes and
daily observations of snowpack conditions have been col-
lected from 1931 to the present and from 1931 through
1972, respectively. Of these variables, only the hourly

precipitation and daily temperature extremes were used in
this study. Snowpack-condition information was not used
because it consisted of a daily observation of snow depth
only, without a record of the snow density.

To estimate representative rainstorm wind speeds in
the western Cascade Range, the hourly historical data sets
of two First Order Stations were used. They were Seattle-
Tacoma Airport (also referred to 8.s  SeaTac), located at an
altitude of 122 m, and Stampede Pass, located at 1,207 m
(fig. 13). Hourly meas”rements have been made at these
sites since 1948 for variables such as air temperature, dew-
point temperature,  depth of precipitation, wind speed, and
wind direction; measurement of hourly solar radiation
started at SeaTac in December 1951. Cedar Lake and Sno-
qualmie Pass stations are located roughly along a line
between SeaTac and Stampede Pass (fig. 13).

The SeaTac and Stampede Pass data were obtained
from the National Climate Data Center in Asheville, North
Carolina, and the Cedar Lake, Snoqualmie Pass, and other
Cooperative Station network data were obtained on
CD-ROM from Earthlnfo  Inc. The data sets used in this
study were based on the period 1948 through 1988
because at the time of this study, this was the period of
record compiled by EarthInfo Inc. At all stations, there
were periods of time when data were missing and when
the sampling interval exceeded one hour.

Generation of Synthetic Data

To create two complete sets of meteorological time
series for Cedar Lake and Snoqualmie Pass, hourly air
temperature, dewpoint  temperature. wind speed, and solar
radiation had to be synthesized, and the  existing precipita-
tion records had to be corrected and expanded as much as
possible. The parts of the record of interest were those
hours during which precipitation occurred at either Cedar
Lake or Snoqualmie Pass that could have caused melt if
snow were on the ground. The majority of rain-on-snow
events are known to occur from October through March
(the interval defined as winter for the purposes  of this
study), and, as a result, data for only these months were
selected or synthesized from the historical record.

Precipitation

It is common for large data gaps and errors to be
present in the historical hourly precipitation record.
Reported data may be unrealistic, the sampling interval
may have been changed temporarily, and hourly data may
be missing entirely for long periods of time, which may or
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may not bc followed by a reported cumulative precipita-
tion for the time interval. To create the best and most
complete precipitation time series for Cedar  Lake and
Snoqualmie Pass, error checking was performed to
remove unreasonably large values, and missing data were
estimated from interpolation among other NWS stations in
the region.

Precipitation was considered unreasonably large  if the
daily total exceeded the lOOmyear,  24.hour precipitation
event at Mount Rainier, the highest point-and the point
with the highest precipitation-in the Washington Cascade
Range. This value is about 305 mm (Miller and others,
1973). If a daily total exceeded this threshold, the hourly
preclpttation  values reported for that day were assumed to
bc missing. Reported hourly precipitation values  of zero
were thought to be correct part of the time and erroneous
at other times. Presumably, these errors were the  result of
instrument error  or catch delicicncies.  For the same rea-
sons, reported non-zero values may have  been lower than
the actual precipitation, although erroneous zero entries
were considered to be more likely the result  of instrument
error.  Under-reported precipitation was not corrected,
however, because of the difficulty in deciding whether a
correction should be applied and how large any correction
should be.

The choice of stations used for interpolation  of miss-
ing hourly precipitation values for Cedar Lake and Sno-
qualmie Pass was based on correlation coefficients that
were computed between the  stations to be corrected (the
dependent stations, Cedar  Lake and Snoquahnic  Pass) and
other stations in the region (the independent stations).
Specifically, correlation coefficients were computed on the
basis of hourly precipitation with non~zero  values  at both
stations. (Zero values were excluded from the computa-
tions due to the uncertainty of their accuracy.) The entire
record was used to compute the  correlation coefficients.
Stations with the highest correlation coefficients were used
to estimntc  the missing values  for Cedar Lake and
Snoqualmic Pass except when the  staions also had miss-
ing values during the same periods;  in those cases, stations
with progressively Iowcr  correlation coefficients were
used to estimate  the missing values (table IO).  Missing
data not ft,llowed by a cumulative precipitation wcrc not
interpolated for more than one  week, and missing data that
were followed by a cumulative precipitation were not
interpolated for more than two weeks.

Interpolation was accomplished  by determining the
ratio hetwecn the  total precipitation of the dependent and
independent stations for the entire historical record. Dur-
ing the times that data were missing at the dependent sta-

tion, reported values at the  independent  stations were
multiplied by these  ratios to obtain estimates for the miss-
ing values. If a cumulative precipitation was reported at
the dependent station, a second correction was applied to
the interpolated interval to assure that the estimated total
matched the reported total. This sequence of steps was
repeated  for each of the stations (listed in table 10) until
the one-week and two-week interpolation limits were met
or until no stations were left for interpolation. Once these
prectpttation  corrections were applied, a possible record of
36 winters for Cedar  Lake (1953.88)  turned into a record
of 30.9 usable winters, and a possible record of 41 winters
for Snoqualmie Pass (1948-B) turned into a record of
34.1 usable winters. The precipitation corrections
extended  the record of usable data by 2.0 percent for
Cedar Lake and by 2.3 percent for Snoqualmic Pass.

The only part of the precipitation record that was of
interest comprised those hours in which precipitation
occurred in the form of rain during the  winter. Reported
precipitation at Cedar Lake and Snoqualmie Pass, how-
ever, was  not differentiated between ice, snow, rain, or a
mixture  of the three. To attempt to differentiate between
rain and non-rain precipitation events, it was assumed that
all precipitation that occurred when air temperatures were
at or above freezing consisted of rain.

Air Temperature

Hourly air temperatures  at Cedar Lake and Sno-
qualmie Pass were estimated from measured daily mini-
mum and maximum air temperatures by fitting a diurnal
temperature signal to the  data. As with precipitation  mea-
surements, daily temperature extreme  measurements were
also missing for periods of time. To create the best  and
most complete daily tcmperature~extreme time series,
missing data were obtained from interpolation among
NWS stations in the region.

As with the interpolation of the precipitation, the
choice of stations used for interpolation of tcmperaturc
extremes was also based on correlation coefficients that
were computed between the stations to be corrected
(Cedar Lake and Snoqualmie Pass) and other stations in
the region. Specifically, correlation coefficients were
computed on the basis of daily minimum or maximum
temperatures  when those values were recorded at both stam
tions.  The entire record was used to compute the  corrch-
tion  cocflicients,  and missing data were interpolated using
stations wjith progressively lower correlation coefficients
(table I I). For Cedar Lake, all missing daily minimum
and maximum temperatures  could he estimated from one
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Data  type
to hc
interpolated Correlated slation Station ID

Cedar 1 .ake

IIourly precipitation Palmer 3 ESE 6295
Snoquahnie  Falls 7773
Snoqualmie Pass 77x I
Mud Mountair Dam 5704,
Rainier Carbon River Entrance 6892
Stampede  Pass KOOY
Darrington  Ranger station lYY2
Greenwatcr 3351
Rainier Ohanapecosh 6896

P a s sSniwualmic

Hourly prccipiralion Stampede Pass XOOY
Rainier Obanapecosh 6896
Cedar  Lake 1233
Diablo Dam 2157
r’almcr  3 ESE 62Y5
Snoqualmie Falls 7773
Darrington Rimgcr  Station 1992
Greenwater 3357
Rainier Carbon  River Entrance 6892
Glacier Rang,er  Station 3160
Mud Mountain Dam 5704
Mazama 5133
Governmcnl~  Camp 3402
Mount Bakc:r  Lodge 5663

Correlation
coefficient

0.886 280
0.790 134
0.777 921
0.712 399
0.703 530
0.69 I I ;207
0.665 16X
0.658 521
0.655 5Y4

0.835 I ;207
0.787 5Y4
0.777 476
0.740 271
0.717 280
0.714 134
0.699 168
0.6Y2 527
0.667 530
0.662 287
OSYX 399
0.53 I 601
0.527 1,213
0.514 1,265

Data type
to he
inlcrpolated

Daily minimum iair  temperature
Daily maximum air tcmperaturc

Daily minimum iair tcmperaturc

Daily maximum air temperature

Correlated staiion Station ID

Cedar  Lake

Palmer 3 ESE 6295
Palmer 3 ESU 6295

Snoaualrr&&s

Diablo Dam 2157
Palmer 3 ESE 6295
Stampede Pass X009
Grcenwater 3357

Correlation
coefficient

(I.‘)64 2x0
O.YX2 2x0

0.929 271
0.928 280
0.95 1 1,207
0.950 527



independent station (Palmer 3 ESE). The maximum
length of time that was interpolated was six months
(October 1951 through March 1952 for Snoqualmie Pass).

Interpolation was accomplished by determining an
average monthly temperature difference between the daily
minima or maxima of the dependent and independent sta-
tions. During the times that data were missing at the
dependent station, the applicable differences were added
to reported values at the independent station to obtain esti-
mates for the missing values. This sequence of steps was
repeated for each of the stations (listed in table 11) until all
missing data had been estimated. Less than 1 percent of
the Cedar Lake temperature extremes had to be estimated
to obtain a complete record of 41 winters (1948.88);
18.5 percent of the Snoqualmie Pass temperature extremes
had to be estimated to obtain a complete record of 25 win-
ters (1948-72). No extreme temperature measurements
were available for Snoqualmie Pass after 1972, and the
period from 1973 through 1988 was considered too long to
estimate by interpolation.

The corrected daily air temperature record was used
to generate hourly air temperatures by fitting a diurnal
CUIX  to the data, according to the method proposed by
Ca’Zorzi  and Dalla  Fontana  (1986). This method requires
that the times of day that the minimum and maximum air
temperatures occur be specified. These times are not
known for Cedar Lake and Snoquahnie Pass, but they are
known for SeaTac and Stampede Pass. The median time
at which daily minimum temperatures occurred was 6 a.m.
at both SeaTac and Stampede Pass, and the median time at
which the daily maximum temperatures occurred was
2 p.m. at SeaTac, and 1 p.m. at Stampede Pass. Based on
the observations from SeaTac and Stampede Pass, 6 a.m.
and 2 p.m. were selected as the respective times of daily
minimum and maximum air temperatures to interpolate
the air temperature records at Cedar Lake and Snoqualmie
Pass.

The assumption of a diurnal temperature signal with
minimum and maximum air temperatures during the early
morning and early afternoon, respectively, does introduce
some error because it is possible during rain-on-snow
events for maximum temperatures to occur at night instead
of during the day. This is because a warm, winter storm
can move in any time during a 24.hour period. However,
minimum air temperatures during synthetic 24.hour
storms simulated as part of this study were at or above
freezing (as described later in the report), and therefore an
erroneous diurnal signal would not change the simulated
precipitation type. In addition, because it was assumed
that wind speeds were constant during the synthetic

24.hour storms, the 24.hour total turbulent sensible heat
exchange between the air and the snowpack was indepen-
dent of the shape of the diurnal air temperature signal.

Dewpoint  Temperature

Hourly dewpoint  temperatures at Cedar Lake and
Snoqualmie Pass were assumed constant throughout the
day and equal to the minimum air temperature observed
that day, This assumption assured that the dewpoint tem-
perature did not exceed the air temperature during any
hour of the day. The assumption is commonly made when
hourly dewpoint  measurements are unavailable (for exam-
ple, Wigmosta and others, 1994). For the NWS data, the
assumption effectively meant that the 24-hour average rel-
ative humidity ranged from 72 to 94 percent at Cedar Lake
and from 69 to 97 percent at Snoqualmie Pass. The aver-
age relative humidity of all 24.hour events was 83 percent.

Wind Speed

An attempt was made to estimate hourly wind speed
at Cedar Lake and Snoqualmie Pass based on a wind speed
correlation between SeaTac and Stampede Pass. This COT-
relation, however, was poor, even if wind speed was
grouped by wind direction and only those hours during
which precipitation occurred were considered. The
wind-direction analysis did show that when precipitation
occurred at Cedar Lake or Snoqualmie Pass, wind came
chiefly from a southwesterly direction at both SeaTac and
Stampede Pass. The only other significant wind direction
was from an east-southeasterly direction at Stampede
Pass. For calculation of snowmelt during rain on snow,
however, it is not the wind direction, but speed that is sig-
nificant. Because no hourly wind-speed time series could
be generated for Cedar Lake and Snoqualmie Pass by
interpolation, it was decided to analyze the wind-speed
distribution at SeaTac and Stampede Pass to determine the
range of wind speeds that could be expected in the western
Cascade Range.

The frequency distributions of the average hourly
October-through-March wind speed at SeaTac and
Stampede Pass from 1945 through 1988 were analyzed.
Observed wind speeds ranged up to 24.7 m s-’  at SeaTac,
and up to 47.3 m s-’  at Stampede Pass. The two largest
reported wind speed values at Stampede Pass (one occur-
rence each of an hourly average of 47.3 and 37.6 m s-‘)
were removed from the time series because they were con-
sidered unrealistic. Without those two extremes, the
Stampede Pass maximum wind speed was 25.2 m se’.
Wind speeds that were equalled or exceeded 90,50, and
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10 percent of the time  were 1.5, 3.6, and ‘7.7 m s-‘,  respec-
tively, at SeaTac  (fig. 14),  and 1.5, 4.6, and X.7 m s-t  at
Stampede Pass (fig. 15). Based on these !frequencies  of
occurrence, average hourly wind speeds selected  as repre-
sentative for low, medium, and high wind conditions for
the western Cascade :Range  were 1.5,4.1.  and 8.2 m s-‘,
respectively.

Splar Radiation

Hourly solar-radiation data were available only at
SeaTac,  starting in December 1951. Cloud conditions at
SeaTac could be signi~ficantly  different from those at Cedar
Lake  and Snoqualmie Pass, however, so an estimate of
solar radiation was made for those stations without consid-
eration of the SeaTac  record. Instead, ob:scrved  hourly
solar radiation measured at the H.J. Andrws  Experimen-
tal Forest during the 19X3-84 winter was used to estimate
solar radiation at Cedar Lake and Snoqualmie Pass.

Because of cloud cover, solar radiation during rain-
storms is greatly reduced over  clear-sky conditions. In
addition, most incoming solar radiation irz  not absorbed by

the snowpack, but instead rellects back into the atmo-
sphere. As a result, solar radiation is a relatively minor
source of energy during significant rain-on-snow events.
For this reason, it was sufficient to estimate a rcpresenta-
tive  solar radiation trace throughout the day to approxi.-
mate conditions during precipitation events at Cedar Lake
and Snoqualmie Pass. Based on measurements of solar
radiation at H.J. Andrew  Experimental Forest, a net
solar-radiation maximum of 50 W II-’  at solar noon dur-
ing a rain-on-snow event was a somewhat high, but realis-
tic estimate. When it was assumed  that the sun rose at
6 a.m. and set at 6 p.m. (sunrise and sunset times on
March 21 for a horizontal plane at 47.4 degrees North, the
latitude of Cedar Lake and Snoquahnie Pass) and that the
trace followed half of a sine curve, the average  daily value
of estimated net solar radiation (17.2 W III-‘)  was high for
many days during the winter, when  in fact days are shorter
(by up to four hours). This high estimate of energy from
net solar radiation, however, assured that the simulated
runoff for 24.hour presumed rain-on-snow events  was not
underestimated. Underestimation of runoff during the
events could result in improper planning for runoff condi-
tions that could occur in the western Cascade Range.
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Figure 15.~-Cumulative  frequency of hourly Stampede Pass wind speeds.
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SIMULATION OF SNOWMELT DURING
SYNTHETIC RAJNSTORMS

‘To plan appropriately for potential flooding condi-
tions that could occur during rain on snow, it is important
to Iknow  what range of  rainstorms can he e:xpected  during
the  winter  in the western Cascade  Range and, when storms
occur while snow is on the ground, how much  snowmelt
can he generated. To answer  these questions, the  syn-
thetic, long-term  climae  records at Cedar Lake and
Snoqualmie Pass were analyzed to extract Nhourperiods
of significant, presumed  rainstorms. The  amount of snow-
melt that would occur in a forest opening  if snow were on
the ground during each of those 24.hour periods was c<,m-
puted  using Marks’ snow accumulation and melt model
(1988). Worst-case conditions were mod&d  by assuming
that a thick, ripe snowpack was on the  ground at the begin-
ning of each  24.hour period.

Synthetic Westem  Cascade Rang;e
Rainstorm Conditions

Presumed rain events that exceeded 75 nun ofprccip-
italGon  during 24 hours were extracted from the synthetic
climate records at Ceder Lake  and Snoqualmie Pass. This
was accomplished  by moving a 24.hour window through
the time  series, one hour at a time, during which the  total
precipitation was computed. A rain event  was assumed to
have occurred if the total 24.hour precipi&on  cxcceded
75 mm and if the  average air temperature during the event
cquallcd  or exceeded 0°C. It was assumed that a rain
cvcnt  had ended  when the total 24.hour precipitation of
the moving window dropped below IS mm or when the
average 24.hour air temperature dropped  to or below
freezing. For each event that lasted longe:  than 24 hours,
only the  24.hour period with the  highest precipitation was
sclccted.  If more than one  24.hour period occurred  with
the same high prccipil,ation,  the  24.hour period  with the
highest 24-hour  avemgc  air temperature was  sclcctcd.
Once the 24-hour precipitation maximum had been
selected in an cvcnt, the moving window was  moved for-
ward by 24 hours to avoid the sclcction  of overlapping,
24.hour precipitation maxima.

An cvcnt  threshold of IS mm precipitation per
24 hours was chosen because it represents  a medium-sized
storm that may generate  flooding, depending on the Waters
shed conditions. According to Miller and others (1973),
the  75 mm, 24-hour rain storm at the foot of the western
Cascade  Range has a recurrcncc  interval of five years; this
interval  decreases at tligher  altitudes.

Applying thcsc  criteria to lhc  synthetic records of
Cedar  Lake and Snoqualmie Pass resulted in the extraction
of 57 qualifying events for Cedar Lake and 19 fat
Snoqualmie Pass. Even though only the average  air ten-
perature of each event  had to equal  or exceed VC,  this
threshold was met for each hour of the cxtractcd c\,c”ts.
The total record during which hourly precipitation, dcw-
point temperature, and air temperature were all available
was 30.9 winters  for Cedar Lake and 20.6 winters for Sno-
qualmie  Pass. Thus, on average, I .8 prcsumcd  rainstorms
of 24 hours or longer per winter were extracted l’rom the
synthetic Cedar Lake record and 0.9 from the Snoqualmie
Pass record. It was assumed  that lhcse  storms were repre-
sentative of the entire population of minstorms  that ma)
have occurred at Cedar Lake and Snoqunlmie Pass and
that would have heen  identified if no data had been  miss-
ing.

For each simulated event, the  24.hour-avcrnge
assumed net solar radiation was  17.2 W 1,~‘.  Ranges in
24.hour avcragcs  for the remainder of the input variahlcs
other than wind speed  were 0.9 to 11.7”C  and 2. I to 7.2-C
for air temperature,  0 to lO.O”C  and 0 to 6.1-C  for dew-
point temperature, and 3.1 to 5.4 mm h-’ and 3.2 to
8.2 mm h-’  for precipitation at  Cedar Lake and
Snoqualmie Pass, Irespectively.  Median  values  of 24-hour
averages  of the input variables at Cedar Lake  and
Snoqualmie Pass are 4.8 and 4.2-C:  for air temperature, I .7
and l.l”C  for dewpoint  temperature, and 3.5 and
3.X mm hi’  for precipitation.  The distribution of  axrage
event air temperarures is close to normal, hut the distrihu-
tions of the average event  precipitation and dewpoint  tcn-
pcrature  are skewed (fig. 16).

Simulation Results

Each synthetic 24-hour  storm was simulated using the
snow accumulation and melt model  for  a low, medium,
and high constant  wind speed Input for each  simulation
consisted of hourly precipitation,  air temperature, vnpol
pressure (computed  from dewpoint  and ail- tempcraUre).
solar radiation, and an assumed wind speed. The low,
medium, and high wind speeds selected (I .5, 4. I, and
8.2 m se’)  were based on the distribution of observed  wind
speeds at SeeTac  and Stampede Pass. An identical, thick,
0.25 m snow-water-equivalent, ripe snowpack was
assumed at the start  ofcach simulation. Table 3 lists the
specific conditions assumed at the start of each  24-hour
simulation and the values for parameters kept constant
during the simulation, such as the roughness Icngth  and
the maximum water  saturation of the snowpack. All  va-
ucs are identical to those used  for the Tao  S-day  period
simulations for the H.J. Andrew Experimental Forest.
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The thermal radiation for the hypothetical 24.hour rain
events at Cedar Lake and Snoqualmie Pass was computed
assuming the  same clearcut  forest-opening conditions
used for the H.J. Anclrews  Experimental IForest
(equations 17 and 18).

Both snowmelt and excess runoff (pl-cviously  defined
as WAR minus precipitation) were simulated for the syn-
thetic rain-on-snow cvcnts  and compared. with the total
rainfall during each went.  As discussed previously,  simu-
lated melt plus precipitation represents WAR without con-
sidcration of condetxate as a source of water  (sensitivity
analyses showed condensation could increase  WAR by up
to 6 percent of the si~mulated  melt depth (during  extreme
rain-on-snow conditions) and without consideration of
changes in liquid-water storage in the snowpack. Simu-
lated excess runoff includes condensate, but it does not
include liquid water that was retained by ihe  snowpack to
bring it to saturation after the initiation of snowmelt. Esti-
mates of WAR based on both simulated melt and excess
runoff are considered, however, because the estimate
based on simulated melt represents close to worst-case
WAR conditions and the  estimate based on simulated
cxccss  runoff rcprcscnts,  in effect, WAR for unsaturated
initial snowpack conditions.

Simulated WAR for 24.hour rain-on-snow events at
Cedar Lake and Snoquahnie Pass was always greater than
precipitation alone for all simulated wind speeds if WAR
was based on simulated melt (fig. 17 and 1 X),  and it was
usually greater if the simulated WAR wa.s based on simu-
l&cd  excess runoff (fig. 19 and 20). WAR based on simu-
lated excess runoff was smaller than precipitation for 26,

1 I, and 5 percent of the events at Cedar Lake for low-,
medium-, and high-wind conditions, respectively,  and for
42, 11, and 0 percent of the  events at Snoqualmie Pass.
When WAR based on simulated excess mnoff  is smaller
than precipitation, excess runoff is negative and part of the
precipitation increases the liquid-water content of the
snowpack.

At Cedar Lake, a maximum simulated melt plus pre-
cipitation of 291.9 mm occurred once assuming a high
wind speed of 8.2 m s-’  (fig. 17). For this;  particular event,
precipitation represented 40 percent of the simulated
WAR. The simulate,d  melt plus precipitation for this event
assuming a low or medium wind speed ‘was  166.1 and
197.3 mm, respectively.  At Snoqualmie IPass,  amaximum
simulated melt plus precipitation of 2.53.X mm occurred
once assuming a high wind speed of 8.2 m s-’  (fig. 18).
For this particular cvcnt,  precipitation rcprcsented
78 percent of the simulated WAR. The simulated melt

plus precipitation for this evct~t  assuming a low or medium
wind speed was 218.5 and 230.8 mm, respectively.  In
general, the increase in WAR over  precipitation was  larg-
est for high-wind events (fig. 17, 18, 19 and 20).

Comparison of simulated melt and excess runoff
shows that melt almost always exceeds excess runoff
(fig. 21.22, 23 and 24). This difference decreases for
higher wind conditions and at times reverses its sign when
excess runoff exceeds melt. If if had been assumed that
the snowpack had a higher initial liquid-water content,
excess runoff would have been burger  and the differences
between the two variables would have been smaller. The
median value of simulated melt at Cedar Lake ranges from
16.2 mm in 24 hours for low wilrds  to 54.7 mm in
24 hours for high winds. Similarly, the median value at
Snoqualmie Pass ranges from 13.9 mm in 24 hours to
44.5 mm in 24 hours (table 12). The median values of
simulated cxccss  runoff are consistently lower than sirnu-
lated  melt, by 15 to 64 percent at  Cedar Lake and by 24 to
81 percent  at Snoqualmie Pass.

Simulated melt ranges from  a minimum of 4 to a max.
imum  of 197  percent of precipitation at Cedar Lake; the
range is 6 to 117 percent of precipitation at Snoqualmie
Pass. Median simulated melt ranges from 18 to 62 percent
of precipitation at Cedar Lake and from 12 to 38 percent
of precipitation at Snoqualmie Pass (table 12). These
results indicate that if a sufficiently thick snowpack is
present on the ground during a large  rain-on-snow event,
melt in forest openings in the  transient-snow zone  of the
western Cascade Range can be almost twice the precipita-
tion alone.

Discussion of Simulation Results

The snowmclt and excess runoff simulated for
24-hour  rainstorms, taken from the synthetic records of
Cedar Lake and Snoqualmie Pass, give a qualitative indi-
cation of the amount of WAR that can be gaerated  in a
typical clearcut  forest opening during rain on snow in the
western Cascade Range if the amount of snow on the
ground is not limiting. The  assumption of an unlimited
amount of snow on the ground may not he realistic, but it
does provide for worst-case estimates of WAR. The more
extreme the  warming conditions during a rain-on-snow
event, the higher the altitude will be at which melting
occurs. At higher altitudes snowpacks  are thicker and they
arc less likely to limit the amount of snowmelt that can
occur during rain on snow.
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dewpoint  temperatures differ among those events.
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Figure 18.~-Snoqualmie  Pass, ranked 24.hour  total precipitation and simulated melt plus
precipitation during each 24..hour event for low-, medium-, and high-wind conditions.
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Figure 21.~-Cedar Lake, ranked 24.hour  total precipitation, simulated melt, and simulated water
available for runoff (WAR) minus precipitation (excess runoff) during each 24.hour  event for
low-, medium-, and high-wind conditions. Different simulated melt and simulated runoff minus
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Table 12.~-Sunrmary  ofsimulated  melt,  simulated wareravailable  fbr  runoff(WAR)  mir~usprecipifation  (excess
runofn.  and simdared  melt and wfer  available for  runoff minus precipitation OS  n percmt  of precipitation for
different assumed wind conditions of  Cedur  Lake and Snoqualmie Pass

[In  s-1, meter per second; mm,  millimeter]

Stalion Wind condition
-~~

Variable type Maximum M e d i a n

Cedar Lake L O W (1.5 m So’)
Medium (4. I m s-‘)
High (8.2 In So’)

Snoqualmie Pass Low (r.5ms-‘)
Medium (4.1 m 5~‘)
High (8.2 m So’)

Simulated melt (mm) 4.2 47.0 16.2
6.1 78.2 30.1

10.3 178.X 54.7

5 . 9 26.7 13.9
12.8 48.3 26.1
22.4 99.6 44.5

Cedar Lake LOW (1.5 m s-1)
Medium (4.1 m 5-l)
High (8.2 m s-1)

Snoqualmie Pass Low (1.5 m s-1)
Medium (4.1 m so’)
High (8.2 m s-1)

Simulated WAR minus -17,s 38.0 5.9
precipitation  (excess -12.7 71.8 20.3
runoff  (ml) -5.x 1x1.7 46.7

-15.3 16.1 2.7
-6.1 40.6 13.3
6.9 96.5 34.0

Cedar Lake L O W (l.sms-‘)
Medium (4. I m s-‘)
High (8.2 111 s-1)

Snoqualmie Pass Low (1.5 m s-1)
Medium (4.1 m s-‘)
High (X.2 m So’)

Simulated melt 4 48 18
as a percent of 6 87 34
precipitation (mm) 9 197 62

6 27 12
12 57 22
21 117 38

Cedar Lake LOW (1.5 m s-1)
Medium (4.1 m s-‘)
High (8.2 m s-1)

Simulated WAR minus
precipitation (excess
runoff) as a percent
of precipitation

-21 36 6
-14 78 24
-6 197 53

Snoqualmie Pass Low (1.5 111 s-1) -15 15 2
Medium (4.1 m s-‘) -5 48 12
High (X.2 In So’) 6 113 33
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Presumed  24-hour rain events thal  we!-c  extracted
from the synthetic Cedar Lake and Sn”qu,almic Pass
records rcprcsented  a wide range  of rain-on-snow condi-
t~ons.  Average air temperatures for the  events  ranged from
0.9 to 1 I .7-C, dcwpoint  temperatures from  0 to lO.o’C,
and precipitation from 3.1 to X.2 mm h-l. In the 51 and 19
events that were identified in the Cedar Lake and
Snoqualmic  Pass records, respectively, many different
combinations  of these, average values  occurred. All 76
evenrs  were simulated to determine possible  ranges of
WAR (both based on simulated melt and simulated excess
runoff) that could occur.

Median values of simulated WAR !bascd  on melt esti-
malts) ranged from 112 t”  118 percent  of precipitation for
low, 24.hour average wind speeds (1.5 m so’),  fro,,>  122 to
134 percent  of precipitation for medium, :!4.-hour  average
wind speeds  (4.1 m s.‘), and from 138 10 162 percent of
precipitation for high wind speeds (8.2 m t;~‘).  In one
extreme,  snowmclt increased  WAR to almost three  times
the  precipitation depth. Simulated melt rarlged  from 4.2 t”
47.0 mm for  low wind speeds and frrom  10.3 to 178.8 mm
for high wind speeds. The average of the tnedian  simu-
latcd  24-hour melt  depths at Cedar Lake and Snoqualmie
Pass  was IS. 1,  2X. 1 and 49.6 mm at low, Imedium,  and
high wind speeds, respectively.

To avoid “vcr-inrerpretation of the results  of the
high-wind simulations, it should be realized that tbcse
simulati”ns represent worst-case scenarios, that is, a thick,
ripe snowpack that never  entirely melts during 24-hours
and an hourly wind  speed of 8.2 m s-l  suained  for
24 hours. How often  these extreme co&ions  actually
did occur is not known. As described  previously,  hourly
wind speeds  equal to or  exceeding 7.7 m 5~’ and X.7 m so’
were “bserved  IO percent of the  time from  October
through March in the ScaTac  and Stampede Pass records,
respectively, without consideration of Ule number of con-
sewlive  hours that those high wind speed:;  were sustained

In spite  of all dal:a assumptions and unknowns, the
snnulations  strongly suggest that rain-on~snow  conditions
can increase  the WAR significantly. On average, foor  the
medium and high-wind simulations turbulent heat was
the dominant sounx of energy, and net all.-wave  radiation
and advectivc  heat were of similar importance. For the
low-wind cvcnts,  howcvcr,  both net all-wave radiaGon  and
advective  heal  were more important than turbulent  heat.
For some of the events, net thermal radiation was negative
because  of losses of Ithermal  radiation from  the snowpack
10 the atmosphere.  For these events, shol-(wave  radiation
dominated  the all-wave radiation component of the  energy
budget. Even though rain itself is not a dominant source

of energy  to genemtc  snowmelt during WRILII,  moist, and
windy conditions. the amount of water it contributes  t” the
WAR is significant. No estimate was made of the  fre-
quency or  occurrence of particular rain-011.snow  condi-
tions.

SUMMARY

Rain-on-snow events “11 mountain slopes  in the  tran-
Gent-snow zone “f [hc  Pacific Northwest  result  in sn<,w-
melt and condensation  that incrcnsc  the amount of  wxer
available fix runoff (WAR) and increase  the potential for
downstream flooding and erosion. In forest openings
(such as those resulting  from cleercut logging), snow
accumulation and microclimate conditions dii’fer  from
those  in forest stands; and these  differences may lcad  to
increased WAR during rain-on-snow events.

A c”nceISual  model  was described “I’snow  accumu-
lation and melt processes that occur  in forest stands and
forest openings. The  high degree of unprcdicrability of
precipitation-interception  processes in forested stands pre-
cluded the creation of a numerical model to mimic those
processes without  greatly simplifying the conceptual
model. A simplified numerical model  of interception pro-
ccsses  would leave  to be tested against a statistically sig-
nificant number of plot-scale observations of  hourly
lysimcler outflow representative of  an cntire forested  plot
and frequent measurcmcnts of snowpack properties (at
lcast  every i’cw days). Neither data type was available in
sufficient quality or quantity to create and test a numerical
precipitation-interception model. As a result,  only snow
accumulation and melt in a forest opening were analyzed
in this study.

Although hourly, clearcut,  plot-scale data collected as
part of previous rain-on-snow studies were availnblc for
various locations and aldtudes  throughout the  western
Cascade Range  of the Pacific Northwest, thcsc  data could
not be used to simulate snow accumulation and  melt  over
extended  periods of time because  they were incomplete
and inadequate for this purpose. Because  an objective  of
the  present study was to characterize snowmelt in a lypical
clearcut  forest opening during rain-on-snow events iiir dif-~
fercnt  storm conditions, two S-day periods with  some of
the  best  hourly clcercut  data wx: sclccted  for numwical
simulation using 111e physically-based. energy-balance
model of Marks (1988).  These data were collected  in the
H.J. Andrews  Experimental Forest  in Oregon during the
1983-84 winter  and included thn:e  rain-on-snou,  cvent~,
tw” of which bad precipitation depths so small that  they
were not identified as rain-on-snow events in previous
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studies. Observed excess runoff (defined as WAR minus
precipitation) was compared with simulated snowmelt to
evaluate the adequacy of Marks’ model for use in
rain-on-snow conditions.

Variables used as input to Marks’ model were precipi-
tation depth, density, and temperature, net solar radiation,
incoming thermal radiation, wind speed, air temperature,
vapor pressure, soil temperature, and snowpack conditions
at the start of the simulation. Model output consisted of
snowmelt, evaporation (or condensation), and WAR. Two
of the input variables, thermal radiation and precipitation
density, were computed as a function of observed air tem-
perature. The observed precipitation depth and wind
speeds were suspected of being too low. As a result, wind
speed was increased by 0.9 m s-‘,  which is the threshold of
the ancmometer used in the clearcut of the H.J. Andrew
Experimental Forest, but no adjustments were made for
precipitation catch deficiencies. Snowpack conditions at
the start of each 5.day simulation were assumed.
Observed WAR was not adjusted, although it too was sus-
pected of containing error. No observations of snowmelt
or condensation were available.

When simulated snowmelt was compared with
observed excess runoff, it was found that Marks’ model
accurately predicted the timing of snowmelt generation
during rain on snow, but that the depth of simulated melt
was consistently smaller than the depth of observed excess
runoff. This disagreement between simulated snowmelt
and observed excess runoff was attributed to a lack of reli-
able data rather than to shortcomings in Marks’ model,
although the model remains unvalidated  for rain-on-snow
conditions in a transient-snow zone. In a previous study,
Marks’ model was shown to perform well when simulat-
ing snow accumulation and melt for a deep, cold snow-
pack in the Sierra Nevada. Considering that the available
data were not collected for the  purpose of performing con-
tinuous simulations using an energy-balance numerical
model, Marks’ model appeared to perform reasonably well
for rain-on-snow simulations in the Pacific Northwest.

The  sensitivity of WAR during rain on snow to differ-
ent climate conditions was evaluated by systematically
changing input variables and computing the changes in
simulated snowmelt during the three selected rain-on-
snow events. The sensitivity analysis showed that snow-
melt is most sensitive to changes in wind speed and air
temperature because they result in changes in turbulent
and thermal energy to the snowpack. Although the
amount of rain determines the total WAR, it does not con-
tribute a dominant amount of energy to the snowpack to
produce melt. Net solar radiation is a minor source of

energy during signiticant  rain-on-snow events because
extreme cloudiness limits penetration of this radiation and
days are short in winter. During extreme rain-on-snow
conditions (that is, strong winds and high air tempera-
tures), condensation of water vapor onto the snowpack
may increase WAR by up to 6 percent of the snowmelt.

To determine the possible range of WAR that could be
produced during rain on snow in typical clearcut forest
openings in the western Cascade Range, Marks’ model
was applied to 24.hour rainstorms exceeding 75 mm of
precipitation that were extracted from the historical cli-
mate records at Cedar Lake and Snoqualmie Pass NWS
stations. Cedar Lake is located near the bottom of the
transient-snow zone and Snoqualmie Pass near the top.
The climate records, consisting of hourly precipitation and
daily temperature extremes, were corrected and expanded
through correlations with nearby NWS climate  data. To
obtain a complete set of hourly model input, assumptions
were made regarding the net solar radiation, dewpoint
temperatures, wind speed, and the diurnal signal of air
temperatures. In addition, the physical settings of the
Cedar Lake and Snoqualmie Pass data-collection sites
were assumed to be identical to that of the H.J. Andrew
Experimental Forest clearcut  plot, as this was considered
representative of a typical clearcut  forest opening. As a
result, the same thwmal radiation source and sink geome-
try was assumed at all sites. Simulations of the synthetic
historical records showed that if an unlimited amount of
snow  is on the ground, the 24.hour snowmelt component
of WAR can range from 4.2 to 47.0 mm for low wind
speeds and from 10.3 to 178.8 mm for high wind speeds.
The average of the median 24.hour snowmelt at Cedar
Lake and Snoqualmie Pass was 15.1 mm at low wind
speeds and 49.6 mm at high wind speeds. Condensation
could increase WAR by an  additional few percent of the
melt.

The numerical simulations of historical climate data
at Cedar Lake and Snoqualmie Pass showed that snowmelt
during rain on snow can significantly increase the WAR in
forest openings over rainfall alone. Although rain itself is
not a dominant source  of energy to generate melt, it does
contribute  an important fraction of the runoff that can
occur during the warm, moist, and windy conditions.

This study did not address how different the amounts
of WAR would be in forest stands and forest openings dur-
ing identical rain-on-snow events. Instead, only the range
in amounts of WAR that may be generated in a typical
clearcut  forest opening was computed. For land-use man-
agement decisions, however, it is important to know the
differences in WAR between  forest openings and forest
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stands. Based  on theoretical consideration?,. WAR is
thought to be greater in forest openings than forest stands;
for this reeso”,  the simulated range in WAIF!  for a typical
clearcut  forest opening can he used for worst-casc-
scenario planning.

FUTURE STUDIES

Future studies of rain on snow could bc  designed to
enable the numerical simulation of snow accumulation
and melt in both forest openings and forest  stands. A
“ulnerical model that (can  simulate prccipitation-intcrccp-
tion processes in the forest canopy in addition to the
energy and mass halance  of a snowpack would be needed.
If this expanded mode,1 could he tested and validated with
high-quality time scrios  of climate and WAR data, it could
he applied to historical data at NWS sitcs  to examine the
magnitude-frcqucncy relationship of WAF:  during rain on
snow in forest openings versus forest staozls.  Data would
need to he collected a!~  sites of various slopes,  aspects, and
vegetation densities.

Specifically, data collection for future,  studies could
include frcqucnt  visit:; to forest-stand and forest-opening
data-collection sites (at least every few days) to obtain
measurements of snowpack thickness, density, liquid-
water content, and tcmpcraturc and to verify that accurate
climate data arc being, collcctcd.  In addition to climntc
variahlcs such as hourly wind speed, incoming solar radia-
tion, air temperature, and dewpoint  tcmpcraturc, variables
such as incoming thermal radiation, reflected solar radia-
tion, and precipitation density could be m,casurcd.  For
study sites at altitudes where snowpacks rc:main  close to
isothermal at VC,  measurements of soil tcrnpcraturc could
he optional. The collection of hourly WAR data in forest
stands would have to bc designed to account for the lateral
variability in the accumulation and melt  o,f  snow below a
forest canopy. Unfortunately, no ideal data-collection
design exists to account for this hctcrogcncity.  Instead, a
cornbinatio”  of two data-collection designs could be used
to maximize the advantages and minimizc  the disadvan-
tages of each.

Measurement of WAR in forcstcd  conditions could hc
done at both the catchmcnt and plot-scale lysimcter scale.
At the calchment scale, streamllow would bc rncasurcd  as
the equivalent of lysirnctcr  outflow. The ;advantagc  of this
approach is that streamflow  intcgratcs  the heterogeneities
in snow accumulation and melt  that occur:  in the catch-
me”,, but the disadvantage is that complications arc added
to the dctcrmination of WAR, as variables such as cvapo-
transpiration, soil-moisture storage, bank storage, inlcr-
flow, and bascflow  all affect the streamflow

tneas~r~n~~nt.  The ~ncasurcmcnt  would need to he  car-
rectcd  for these variables to dcriw  hourly values  of WAR
for the catchmcnt, but there  would he uncertainty in the
size of each of these corrections. At the plot-scale lysimc-
tcr scale,  a large surface arca  of one or multiple lysimcters
would need to be installed in the forest  stand to mcasurc
WAR. The  advantage  of this approach would he that a
direct measurcmcnt of WAR is made, but the disadvantage
is that a” unwieldy  large number of small lysimeters or a
few extremely large  lysimctcrs arc necdcd  to obtain WAR
tncasurcmcnts  that average the elfccts of lateral variability
in the accumulation and melt of snow below the forest
canopy. Sirnultancous  analysis of both the plot- and catch-
mcnt-scale data would allow for a nested, duplicate
approach that is “lore likely to produce useful results for
simulating WAR during rain on S”OM,  in forest stands than
analysis of either  data type alone.
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